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Hartree-Fock electric polarizabilities have been calculated
for Ha, He, Li, Be, LiH, and Na-

Perturbation theory with all the

coupling terms was employed variationally for the first five, using
a variety of basis sets for each.

Each basis for the perturbation

calculations was composed of a zero-order set, plus a first-order

set (appropriate to the direction of polarization, for the molecules).
The two sets are disjoint to ensure identical zero-order functions

for the two molecular polarizability components and, hence, reliable
anisotropy values. Nonorthogonal theory as formulated by T. P.

Das and K. J. Duff [Phys. Rev. 1^, 43 (1968)], assuming exact
zero-order orbitals, was used for LiH. For practical reasons, the

nitrogen molecule was treated by the fully self-consistent approach
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which does not distinguish orders of perturbation.

The results for

all six species are in very good agreement with experiment,

reflecting both a reliable choice of polarization functions and, more
significantly, the basic accuracy of the Hartree-Fock method for

the static charge distributions, both unperturbed and perturbed by
an electric field.
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L_J5JTRODU^^
Among variational theories of molecular electronic structure,
the Hartree-Fock theory has proved particularly valuable for a

practical imderstanding of such properties as chemical binding,

electric multipole moments, and x-ray scattering. It provides the
most tractable method of calculating first-order properties under

external or internal one-electron perturbations, either developed
explicitly in orders of perturbation theory or in the fully self-consistent method. Electric polarizabilities,1-4 and magnetic proper5

ties such as spin coupling, chemical shift, and susceptibility have

been treated with the theory. The accuracy and consistency of firstorder properties are poorer than those of zero-order properties.

Most often this is due to use of explicit approximations in solving
the first-order perturbation equations, or to the inaccuracies of the

zero-order molecular orbitals (MO's) which may undermine the
variational principle for the second-order energy. Theoretical
fi 7

studies using many-body theory' indicate tiiat the Hartree-Fock

theory itself is basically sound for static or zero-frequency proper
ties, and we do not intend to draw further conclusions along this
line. Rather, we have performed representative calculations of
static electric polarizabilities for small atoms and molecules to

underscore the basic soundness of perturbed Hartree-Fock theory,
giving important and practical guidelines for selecting the varia
tional basis sets for the first-order wavefunction.
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Our first studies were on

and the atoms He, Li, Be

using a variety of simple wavefunctions constructed from Slater type

orbitals (STO's). For such few-electron species, the problem is
best solved by constructing explicit first-order perturbation equa

tions for the perturbation <p^ to the unperturbed molecular orbitals
The unperturbed electronic Hamiltonian contains one-electron

terms h? and two-electron terms g.. = 1/r.. (in atomic units),
_L

.3

_il

H° = E h? + B S gj. .
i

(1)

i<j

The perturbation due to an electric field ^ along the axis k is

and the zero-order and first-order Hartree-Fock equations are
respectively

(h° +

= 0

(2a)

3

(h° + E <<)? I •|<|>p -

+ (h'+E

+<<;)» I • I^|> ]-

= 0,

with the usual convention of order-by-order orthogonality.

(2b)
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{(pllcj)]} = 6.j

(3a)

= 0.

(3b)

Here we use the shorthand notation

<a|- lb)c = <a(j)|g.jlb(j)>c(i)

- <a(j)|gy|c(j)>b(i).

(4)

The zero-order equation is commonly solved variationally using

STO^s (x°) centered on the nuclei,

*1 ■ Sc;px"p.

(5)

The first-order equation may be solved variationally in a similar

way. Operationally, this means making Eq. (2b) hold for all pro

jections with the first-order basis set {x^}?

+ <Xp|h + S [(^j I • |<;)j> +
J

- ejkp = 0,
for all 2 and

(6)
.
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Substitution of the appropriate basis expansions for the

including the explicit forms for the matrix elements

yields

linear equations for the first-order coefficients cf^. This is
equivalent to minimizing the second-order energy, assumiig the

exactness of the zero-order solution in the total basis {x} =

{x°} + {x'},

<Xrlh° + E <</)j I • |<;)°) -

!(#>?) = 0

(7)

for all r.

Given a zero-order basis {x°} and the direction or axis of
polarization ^ the polarization functions

can be picked

judiciously to include all important shifts in orbital amplitudes while
remaining few in number. A major part of the work reported
herein concerns just such choice of the basis.

We have shown that

the distortion of (j)^ can be adequately described by allowing each
atomic orbital in the MO to distort in the electric field as a pure
hydrogenic orbital would distort.

For the Hg molecule and the

three atoms He, Li, Be, our work is further simplified since the

polarization fvinctions are automatically of a different symmetry

from the occupied orbitals: a vs. o for Hg, and £ vs. s for the
^

atoms.

o

The calculations proceed very straightforwardly to the

second-order energy in the electric field

e^E<2> = f

,

<(#ij|h'|<^>?),

(8a)
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which directly measures the polarizability as

E<2) = -ia.

(8b)

We obtained excellent agreement with most reliable values, either
experimental or theoretical. The results were markedly insensitive
to the choice of zero- and first-order bases.

We were encouraged to try molecules of lower symmetry

and more electrons. The first case was LiH, previously treated by

Lipscomb and Stevens^ in similar fashion. Now our simple expe
dient of distorting the atomic orbital basis functions as if they
described hydrogenic atoms yields a first-order basis composed of
functions

automatically orthogonal to the occupied orbitals by

symmetry. We can Schmidt orthogonalize the

p

to the x° before

doing any perturbation calculations, but this involves much manipu
lation of the raw one- and two-electron integrals over basis func

tions. The nonorthogonal perturbation formalism of Das and Duff^
performs instead a symmetric deorthogonalization in the matrix

equations (6). They perform the deorthogonalization before
separating orders of perturbation in the Hartree-Fock equations and
minimizing the second-order energy with respect to the

Thus,

they obtain extra terms in the first-order equation due to inexact

ness of the

in the augmented basis {x°} +

Eq. (7) is not

satisfied. Most often these terms are small and can be dropped
much as Das and Duff do in their final presentation. We then have

at hand a formalism for computing separately the two polarizability
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components or^
{a„„ and oe^)
in small total bases while retaining
K
XX
reliability of the anisotropy

Finally we tried the Ng molecule, with its many electrons
and many occupied symmetry types of orbitals.

Practical zero-

order bases of Gaussian type orbitals (GTO's) do

keep the (pP -

inexactness terms in the perturbation equations sufficiently small
any more. Even in LiH, GTO's cause this problem. The inexact

ness terms are too prolific to include. The problem is avoided by
shifting both zero- and first-order calculations to the common,

enlarged basis {x°} +

The unoccupied virtual orbitals from

zero-order can then act as the new xi- To once more avoid much
manipulating of two-electron integrals, we abandoned the perturba

tion formalism in favor of the fully self-consistent approach, equiva

lent at low fields £. The basic Hartree-Fock equations unseparated
into orders are solved, given a finite electric field.

The field is

small enough such that (^)- « <t>\ + r.<pl and ^ ^

+

and higher orders are negligible (for Ng, E^^^ = 0, too).
Now, if one computed the two polarizability components separately,
the anisotropy

would be less reliable because the unper

turbed energy is doubtlessly shifted differently in the two different

total bases {x°} +

{x°} + {x^}^* We thus prefer one large

basis {x°} + {x^}jj+ {x^}j^

all calculations. Fortunately, for Ng

a good zero-order basis {x°} already contains many functions which
may also act as polarization functions and {x°} is not greatly en

larged by adding the nonredundant parts of {x^}]^ 3nd {x^}j^-
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Beyond the approximation of finite basis expansion for the

molecular orbitals <^. (in all orders), several approximations to
Hartree-Fock theory have been proposed.

The explicit perturbation

equations (2b) are altered in these approximations to eliminate the
need for all or most of the two-electron integrals over basis func9

tions. Dalgarno

has discussed these methods, and the approxima

tions have been evaluated relative to the "full theory" by Langhoff,

Karplus, and Hurst.^^ While these theories save most of the effort
in evaluating a first-order property, they consistently undervalue
the polarizability to an unpredictable extent.

We wish to test the

accuracy of full Hartree-Fock theory which neglects only instan
taneous correlation.

We do not consider further the approximations

to its perturbation formalism.
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Many polarizability, magnetic susceptibility, and magnetic
shielding calculations have been done for H2, by all manners of
perturbation theory and with all types of unperturbed wavefunctions.

We focused on the simpler zero-order wavefunctions, the Coulson^^
12

and Ransil

12

Hartree-Fock (HF) functions and the Wang

valence-

bond (VB) function. The Coulson and Wang wavefunctions use only
one 1^ atomic orbital on each center, while the Ransil function in
cludes one 2s and one 2p2i in addition. In each case the wavefimc-

tion was perturbed by letting each basis function x?. assume the
variational form (there is only one MO).

Xp - Xp + c
with c a variational constant.

(9)

For the two HF wavefunctions this is

equivalent to the perturbed HF formalism outlined previously.

The analogous VB treatment involves straightforward minimization
of the second-order energy.
1

The X

were selected initially as solutions of the hydrogen-

like atom in an electric field with x° as the unperturbed wavefuncir

tion.
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Here n

is the principal quantum number of

ir

is the orbital
t'

exponent, Z is the effective nuclear charge n^^^, and
first-order energy associated with the perturbation

is the
along the

Cartesian axis k. Thus a Is^ STO in a z-directed field yields as

Xp a linear combination of 2p^ and 3p^ of the same ^p; a 2s
Slater--a 2p , 3p . and 4p^ combination; a 2p^--a 3d^^ and 4(1
Z

Z

Z

X

xz

xz

a 2p^—a ^ ^ ^ ^ ^^3z2-r2'
^^3z2-r2
hydrogen molecule trials used the STO's in the xl frozen in their
Jr

original linear combinations, even if, for example, only 2p

and

^Pg were used for the ^ polarization. The molecular calculations
on LiH and N2 in contrast used Eq. (10) simply as an indication of
important primitive basis functions, STO or GTO, to include in
bases unconstrained by any linear combinations.

The results are in Table I. Trials A, B, and E are most
relevant, as they compare three different simple wavefunctions

under essentially complete polarization according to Eq. (11). They
are compared to the extremely accurate polarizabilities of Kolos
14
and Wolniewicz
who used a 54-term zero-order wavefunction and

34 terms in first order. Quadratic interpolation was done to the
internuclear distances R used in our calculations. Sufficiently

accurate experimental polarizabilities are only available at optical
frequencies.

The insensitivity of our results to the choice of the

zero-order functions along with the first order wavefunction chosen

according to Eq. (11), and their agreement with experiment, is very
encouraging.

Result C shows that optimization of the exponents for
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polarization functions is unnecessary, and case D indicates a need
for polarizing the majority of the zero-order basis.
The He, Li, and Be atoms were treated next, using
15

dementias

unperturbed wavefunctions computed in double-zeta

basis sets. An accurate He polarizability, a = 1.397 a. u., has
16

been obtained by Johnston, et al.

exi
by extrapolation of the experi

mental dielectric constant to zero pressure.

17

Dutta, et al.,

have used many-body theory on He and found a = 1.407 a. u. Our
result of 1.319 a.u. is 6.0% low relative to the experiments, the
first in a trend to undervaluing the correct polarizability for atoms.
18

The best Li polarizability was determined by Fues

using the Stark

splitting in lithium metal; molecular beam measurements use single
atoms rather than bulk metal but have been far less precise. Our

Li wavefunction, which is of unrestricted Hartree-Fock form, gave

a result of 167.6 a. u., 7.9% below the experimental value of 182 a. u.
Beryllium atom provided our greatest success, as it has for several

other calculations using Hartree-Fock theory; the computed value of

45.28 a. u. lies only 3.2% lower than the accurate many-body result of
7

46.77 a.u. due to Kelly.

No experimental results are reliable. All

three atomic calculations showed negligible, usually negative contri

butions to a by the core orbitals, as might be expected.

The LiH molecule, as a heteronuclear species with two

electronic shells, provides a somewhat better test of Hartree-Fock

theory, particularly its nonorthogonal formulation discussed in the
19

previous section. RansiTs

wavefunction was chosen for zero order
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at the experimental internuclear distance R = R. = 3.015 a.u.

The

MM*

perpendicular polarization was represented by the full set of four

hydrogenic-model polarization functions x^—see Eq. (11). Standard

20

orthogonal perturbation theory
value 26.22 a. u.

^

could be used for

yielding the

This agrees well with the most reliable theoreti

cal estimate of 27.00 a. u. by Stevens and lipscomb.^ The parallel
component is more difficult, requiring nonorthogonal theory.

We

chose to test here many of our ideas on the adequacy of polarization

functions, and so we pooled all 13 primitive Xp ^ unconstrained
individual STO^s, plus the two virtuals from zero-order. The com

plete basis yielded

= 25.29. Stevens and Lipscomb^ did not

compute (Kji because of the change of zero-order basis necessary to
2

retain the orthogonal perturbation theory. Kolker and Karplus
made cruder calculations,

= 25.38 a.u. and

have

= 34.42 a.u.,

which are in poor agreement with ours, but at least show a nega

tive anisotropy at|| -

= -9-04 a.u.; our value is -0,93 a.u. We

could conclude that the ^3p-like orbitals from polarization of the

tight ISj^^, the ^ from the 2s (nearly redundant with the zeroorder ^), and the ^ from the 2pj^^ polarization were all unimpor

tant. This new basis {x^} yielded
ment.

= 25.04 to confirm our judg

Many other deletions were tried, with a nine-function set

being the smallest to give a good result: the two virtuals plus the

3p,4p STO's from the 2s

the 1^ 3S; 3d from the 2pj^p and the

from the 2Sjj gave cKji = 24.63 a.u. In all these calculations
the inner core orbital was seen to back-polarize slightly, following
the trend of the atoms.
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The N2 molecule is tractable only in a Guassian basis set
due to the large number of two-center, two-electron integrals

required. For experience in selecting the {Xp}> we returned to the
LiH molecule in a GTO basis.

We attempted to reproduce the non-

orthogonal perturbation theory results for STO^s, choosing Gaussians
21

contracted by Huzinaga^s
atoms.

prescription to mimic the STO's for

While the zero-order energy was close, the dipole moment

was poorer and the polarizability using just the two virtual orbitals
was two-thirds that obtained using the STO^s.
tails for the Gaussian wavefunctions.

This indicates poor

We tried to add to the non-

orthogonal perturbation theory the extra terms due to inexactness of
the

but these proliferated wildly. Instead we settled for an

equivalent fully-self-consistent approach discussed earlier. The
polarizability is taken from the ratio of the induced dipole moment
to the electric field, possibly extrapolated to zero field for greater

accuracy. We did not do such extrapolations, since the larger
inherent error of Hartree-Fock theory does not warrant it.

We began our LiH calculations with a very large basis of zz

functions covering a full range of exponents in
for Li and

^ and 3d GTO's

for H. By trial and error we pared the basis to

15 functions, which yielded a|| = 21.06,

= 22.56. The anisotropy

is negative as for STO's, but absolute magnitudes are down about

15%, somewhat disturbingly. Perhaps lack of closely-spaced expo
nents for the Gaussians is responsible, as this disallows construc
tion of more diffuse functions with radial nodes.
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Proceeding to N2, we built from the zero-order basis of

Dunning

22

consisting of 13 contracted GTO^s (22 primitives) on each

nitrogen, four of the s^-type, three of each ^-component. The cal
culations were done at the experimental internuclear distance,

2.068 a. u. We added on each center a diffuse ^

= 0.0800) for z-

polarization of the 2p or x-polarization of the 2p ; a similarly

diffuse ^(0.0800) of all three directions for x^ and z-polarizations
of the (J orbitals; and a host of d-functions all of moderately diffuse

exponent 0.200. Among the d-functions the two-center linear com

bination XX^ +

X-field on

orbital; YY^ + YYg

is simply the complement to the above for the cr-orbital balance;

XY^ + XYg covers the x-field on
while YZ^ + YZg is for the
z-field; XZ^ and XZg are used independently to represent the x-

polarization of cr^,

and the z-polarization of the

The computed ajj and
tively.

orbital.

are 14.97 and 9.46 a. u., respec

It is of practical interest that it was extremely difficult to

obtain convergence of the SCF procedure for the z-polarized case.

Three-point extrapolation23 by the ej^ procedure for oscillating and
—

23

diverging series was used, as outlined by Petersson and McKoy.

The comparable experimental values are o{|| = 16.06 and
24

a. u. obtained dynamically with Na D light.

= 9.78

Dispersion corrections

may be estimated to give static polarizabilities of 15.9 and 9.7 a.u.
The agreement of theory and experiment is quite remarkable. It

may be partly fortuitous, due to a 5-15% underestimation of a when
using a GTO basis, or to increased inaccuracy of the highly polarizable valence orbitals in systems of many electrons.

One more

26k

interesting feature of the Ng polarization is the coupling of orbitals
in pairs under the field influence. The la ,la orbitals are

essentially unpolarized for both field directions. For an x-field,

the 2a gives 11.4% of the polarizability and the 2a 31.0%; the
&

H.

3a and Itt
&

couple, with to latter anti-polarizing, to give another

_

42.4%; and the lirj yields the last 15.2%. In a z-field the 2a
.H

S.

contributes 4.1%; the 2a -3a coupled give 26.0%; the Itt^ 31.1%;

and the lir^ 38.8%. The disparity of the last two contributions is
due to a slight inequivalence in the zero-order descriptions of the

two orbitals: the xz^, xZg polarization functions also enter into the

unperturbed Itt^.
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TABLE I. Polarizability of Hg for various wavefunctions.

STO Bases {\° }, {x } for
R

Hartree-Fock (HF) or Valence
Bond (VB) Wavefunctions

a.. (% error)

a. (% error)

(A)

1.402

{0} = Is (1.197) HF
{1} = 2p, 3p (1.197)

6.345 (-1.0)

4.238 (-7.5)

(B)

1.406

{0} = Is (1.166) VB
{1} = 2p, 3p (1.166)

6.003 (-7.1)

4.441 (-3.4)

{1} = 2p, 3p (1.100)

(C)

(D)

1.402

{0} = Is (1.378), 2s (1.176)

4.469 (-2.8)
6.090 (-4.9)

4.102 (-10.5)^

6.321 (-1.3)

4.597 (+2.9)

2p (1.820) HF

{1} = 2p, 3p (1.378)

{1} = 2p, 3p (1.378)

(E)

2p, 4p (1.176)
^ First-order bases are constrained as linear combinations by the solution of Eq. (10). See text.
Error is relative to the accurate theoretical values of Ref. 14. See text. Accurate values of

(a{||, CKj^) are (6.407, 4.584) at R = 1.402 and (6.460, 4.597) at R = 1.406. All values are atomic
units (a. u.), a!.
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>enaix i.

urbital Basis Sets and Their Method of Selection

In our perturbation calculations on Hg, He, Li, Be, and LiH

using STO^s, our choice of polarization fimctions was guided by Eq.

(10) of the paper. This equation establishes the polarization function
for any given pure hydrogenic function. The exact solution for zpolarization are described below. Subscripts STO and HO on orbitals

mean "Slater-type orbital" and ^Tiydrogenie orbital,"respectively;

the two differ in the case of nominal^form.

(a) X ~ ^^®^STO ~

'^p ~ ^

x' = — [(2pj^STO
As noted in the text, ? is the orbital exponent of the

, as

well as of all ST0^s in x^.

(B) x^ = ^^®^STO ~ ^
We assume that the x^ for the two HO components add algebraically.

There is an additional problem, that (2s)jjq and (2p2)jjo
degenerate; to solve Eq. (10) for x^> we must use the linear combina

tions ^
[(2s)jjq ± (2p^)jjq] appropriate for degenerate
perturbaV2
/V
„
tion theory. Corresponding first-order energies are

Then we construct x'zs.hO
The result is:

.

Vf tx\2s+2p).HO + x\2s-2p).HO^-
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x' = ;^ [(1 - IV3")(2p^)g^Q +
(c) x°

(3p^)STO - IV3F(4p^)sTo]

(^Pz^STO ~ ^^Pz^HO

Following (B), we construct

[X(2s+2p).HO " ^(2s-2p).Ho]'
with the result

1

x'=

[(ls)gT0->^
(2s)g^Q
OiU
^
bTU

4^

!

8

(3s)gT0+

("^^Sz^-r^^STO^

(D) x° - (2Px)gxo

^

'•

^^'^xz^STO *

For the Of„ = o(
11

the

(^^xz^STO^

calculations on LiH, the constraints of

zz

to the above linear combinations were relaxed, and the primitive

STO^s occuring in the x^ were used as individual free basis fimctions.
For zero-order bases {x®} composed of GTO's, the xmperturbed reference Hamiltonian for each fimction is no longer than
that of the hydrogenic atom with its coulombic binding potential. It
is instead the Hamiltonian for a harmonic oscillator. This is not

realistic for the x^ as used, so we adopted a different technique of
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selecting the

for nonorthogonal perturbation theory or fully self-

consistent calculations. Basically, we referred the total GTO
basis to an equivalent STO basis, constructed the corresponding

(unconstrained) STO {x^}, and converted the latter to GTO's. As
the first step we examined the range of orbital exponents in the
GTO^s of any one type on one center, such as

on Li in the LiH

case. Then we reversed Hurzinaga^s (Ref. 20) prescriptions for
fitting one STO with n GTO^s by energy minimization. For example,

H\izinaga reports that four (^s)qtq used to fit one (ls)g,jQ range

in exponents Cq from 0.123 (?g)^ through 13.36 (?g)^. In reversing
Huzinaga's procediire, we identify the extreme high and low Gaussian
exponents with components in expansions of the two STO^s with highest

and lowest exponents ?g. If the extreme

are ^ (low) and g^,

respectively, the corresponding extreme

are s^ = Vg^ /0.123

and Sg = Vg2/13.36 . We then assume these two STO^s polarize into

the familiar ST0 x^ above, which we reexpress in GTO's. We look
at only the GTO x^ of extreme exponents and fill in other Gaussians
in a geometric progression of exponents, usually with a ratio 3.3.

Since the extreme exponents for STO x^ are the same as those for the
STO X®, the conversion is simple. Thus if we are discussing only

the Is types among the GTO x^ and have constructed s^ and Sg for the
corresponding STO (2p) and (3p), we need only choose the conversion

of the STO (2p) and (3p) to GTO (2p)[GTO (3p) exist but are harder

to use in integral routines]. Using four (2p)^^Q to convert one (2p)g^Q,

the (2p)q.,jq range in exponents from 0.020 (2si)^ to 0.734 (2s2)^.
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For our fully self-consistent calculations, {x°} and {x'}
combine into one large set. The zero-order basis was chosen first,
and then augmented by {x'j chosen as above, deleting any x' which
were redundant, or nearly so, with any of the x**. The zero-order

GTO basis for LiH was chosen in correspondence to the STO basis

used by Ransil (Ref. 18), again by finding the extremes in exponent
range for the corresponding GTO's and filling in with a geometric
progression. This procedure has some drawbacks relative to good

exponent optimization, drawbacks not remedied simply by adding a
few more basis functions. Lack of closely spaced exponents is one
difficulty, as it disallows generation of more diffusive atomic orbitals

with radial nodes.

At the high exponent end the lack of optimization

incurs a penalty in zero-order energy, plus a slight unbalancing
of the basis set. By trial and error we adjusted the total basis for

LiH, adding and deleting functions at the extremes of the exponent

range for each symmetry type and center—we even added a(1s)q,pq
in the middle of the range to form a close-exponent pair, and we
contracted the tightest (Is) functions on each center into one function.

These trials and their resulting a values are recounted shortly.
For Na we began with Dunning's zero-order basis (Ref. 21)
consisting of 44 primitive GTO's contracted into 26 factions. On

the basis of our experience with LiH, we added one more diffuse

function of each type (Is),(2p^), (2p ), (2p^) on each center. The
^

y

z

extra(^) represent polarization of(j^) types, and the extra (1^

functions represent part of the x^ for the zero-order (^). We also

27^

added 5 types of (3d)QrpQ on each center to represent the rest of the
for the zero-order (2p).

Careful selection of polarization func

tions for the zero-order (^) forming the diffuse and very polarizable
TT orbitals is most important. The rationale for each type of

(3d)GTo

given in the paper. Four of the basic symmetry types

XX, YY, ZZ, and ^ occur in only one of the two possible linear
combinations because the other combination does not represent the

first-order polarization of any occupied molecular orbital.

Complete Specifications on Basis Sets

The second entry in each set is the type of calculation
done—^OPT* for orthogonal perturbation theory, ^NOPT' for nonorthogonal perturbation theory, and ^ESCF' for fully-self-consistent-

field. The Hg bases are given in Table I in the paper and are not
reproduced here.

He

a = 1.319

OPT

{0}gTo = Is (1.44608), 2s (2.86222)
E. dementi, IBM Research Paper RJ-256, August 6, 1963.

{l}gTo = 2p, 3p (1.44608, 2.86222)—constrained linear
combinations in

Li

a = 167.6

OPT

{0}g^O = Is (2.43309, 4.51769)

restricted

)

2s (0.67142, 1.97812)

Hartree-Fock

E. dementi, op. cit.

{l}g^Q = 2p (2.43309, 4.51769)
2p, 3p (0.67142, 1.97812)—constrained linear

combinations in x^
Be

a = 45.28

OPT

{0}g^O = Is (3.3370, 5.5063)
2s (0.6040, 1.0118)
E. dementi, op. cit.

{l}gTo = 2p (3.3370, 5.5063)
2p, 3p (0.6040, 1.0118)—constrained linear

combinations in x^

fsj
Vji

LiH (STQ)

{0} = Li: Is (2.6909), 2s (0.7075),

various trials

R= 3.015 a.u. = R.

(0.8449)

H: Is (0.9766)

B. J. Ransil, Rev. Mod. Phys. 32, 245 (1960).
= 26.22

OPT

{1} = Li: 2p^,3Px (2.6909, 0.7075), 4p^ (0.7075),
3dxz'
,4d^,
(0.8449)
xz

H: 2p^, 3p^ (0.9766)
-constrained linear combination in

19.49

OPT

{1} = as above, less Li: 3p^ (2.6909), H: 2p^ (0.9766)
-constrained linear combinations in x^;
ro

constraint is probable cause of much poorer a
a„ = 25.29

NOPT

{!}= Li: 2p2,3p^ (2.6909, 0.7075),
Is, 2s, 3s,4s, 3d322_j.2.
H: 2p2,3p2 (0.9766)
-all unconstrained

(0.7075),
(0.8449)

we will use here.

*: contracted, with coefficients 0.726440, 0.292317,
0.060146, 0.002333.
**: contracted, with coefficients 0.763697, 0.249790,
0.056681, 0.010246.

a„ = 22.78
Eq = -7.9832
fiQ = 2.3567
V/T = 2.00062

Li-ls: 0.033, 0.110, 0.360, 1.20, [4.00-330.0]
2p : 0.0080, 0.0264, 0.0871, 0.290, 0.960, 3.20
z

3dz2: 0.018, 0.200

3d^2,3dy2: 0.060
H-ls: 0.080, 0.0264, [0.871-58.0]
2p : 0.018, 0.200, 0.660
z

Supposed *'best set," deleting functions from above set

which contributed least polarization: 21(27)

a. = 22.36

Eo = -7.9835
Mo = 2.3568
V/T = 2.00118

Li-ls: 0.010, 0.033, 0.110, 0.360, 1.20, [4.00330.0]
2pz: 0.0264, 0.0871, 0.290, 0.960

3d^2j 3dy^r2J 2^22'

0.060, 0.200, 0.660

H-ls: 0.024, 0.080, 0.264 [0.871-58.0]
2pz: 0.018, 0.060, 0.200, 0.660

-o
vO

"Best big set" after more experience in tailoring the

first GTO set: 27(33); probably best balanced in both
orders.

= 21.74

Li-ls: 0.033, 0.110, 0.360, 1.20 [4.00-330.0]

Eq = -7.9830

Po = 2.3608

3dj^2, 3dy2, 3d^2: 0.200

V/T = 2.0067

H-ls; 0.024, 0.080, 0.264, [0.871-58.0]
2p ; 0.060, 0.200

Cutting all minor contributors from above set: 17(23)
i\j
00
o

a. = 21.06

Li-ls: 0.033, 0.110, 0.200, 0.360, 1.20, [4.00330.0]
2pz: 0.0871, 0.290, 0.960

H-ls: 0.024, 0.080, 0.264, [0.871-58.0]

2^^: 0.200
Simplest "adequate" basis for a„: 14(20)

a, = 22.56

Li-ls: 0.033, 0.110, 0.200, 0.360, 1.20, [4.00330.0]
2p : 0.290, 0.960
2p : 0.0871, 0.290

H-ls: 0.024, 0.080, 0.264, [0.871-58.0]
2p ; 0.200

2p : 0.080, 0.200

Simplest "adequate" basis for a^. 17(23); it is obvious how
to combine this with the above set to get the best total
basis - which we did not waste time doing, instead

proceeding to Ng.

CO

GTO

R = 2.068 a.u. = R,

Zero-order basis functions from Dunning's N2 wave-

function (Ref. 22) are unmarked. Polarization functions
we added are starred.

Basis functions occurring free

on each center are denoted as ( )^, ( )g; those
occurring on both centers but constrained" to only one of

the two linear combinations are denoted as (
Total basis is 40(66) GTO's.

± ( )g~

""

coefficients

(from Dunning)

fflll = 14.97

Is., IsB

0.0020033

0.0153045

a = 9.464

\ contracted {

0.0742662
0.2532725

Eq = -108.89926'

0.6003592

V/T = 2.00054

0.2450225

0.0267996

^Pxa'

2PyA' 2PyB>
^^2a'

3d: XXa + XXr

YYa.YY^
XYa + XYb
xz,
xz

B

YZa + YZg

5.9563 > contracted

0.1708759

0.5726499

00
lO

^Compare to Dunning's zero-order values, Eq = -108.8877.

We split if off for polarization freedom.

^Originally, the 2p function of exponent 0.5314 was included in a four-way contraction.

ro
00
VjO
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Ajggenjdix^. Ext^ded^^ommentsjon^Uie^^D^
Nonorthogonal (Hartree-Fock) Pertiirbation Theory

We mentioned in the paper that the nonorthogonal perturba

tion theory (NOPT) as given by Das and Duff eventually caused us
problems. Their formalism uses the approximation that the zeroorder Hartree-Fock equation

(h° - €pu? = 0

(A)

is exactly satisfied: in projecting with any function Xp we obtain
zero

<^1^° - e- lu?) = 0

(B)

Actually, if the basis {x^} contains any functions not in {x° }> then
Eq. (B) is not true. We recount here our findings in trying to
derive the most exact NOPT equations and to use them.

There are two basic expressions which any NOPT formalism

must yield.

First and more important is the first-order Hartree-

Fock equation satisfied by the nonorthogonal (in first order) orbitals. Expansion of the first-order orbitals uf in the first-order

basis {Xp}

and projections of the first-order equation with each xij

turn
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yield linear equations for the cj . The second expression needed
from NOPT is that for the second-order energy E

of the total

determlnantal Hartree-Fock wavefunction--simplified by use of the

first-order differential equation (l.d. e.) to a form involving only
matrix elements of the perturbation operator

(in orthogonal

Hartree-Fock [OHF] the expression is simply

E<2> = E <u? |h'|uj) ).

(D)

i

The general route to the l.d.e. of NOPT is to construct

the total energy (E) for the wavefunction through second order (in
any one orbital consider only terms through first order in non-

orthogonality); perform the variation of the energy with respect to

u|, 6E/6Up and select the first-order part; and finally simplify as
much as possible with use of the zero-order differential equation

(0. d. e.)--preferably only in its exact form

<u? Ih" - e- |u° > = 0

(E)

and not assuming additionally the validity of Eq. (B). For practical

calculations the l.d.e. is converted to linear equations for the u|
expansion coefficients in the basis {x^}* Before any nximerical
work, it is valuable to check the linear equations at least for sym

metry: the linear equations from the l.d. e. have the form
F. . c.
ip;]q

n

= 1.
ip

(F)
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where the (^)-th equation comes from the variation 6E/6uJ = 0
projected with xl- We require
F. .

ip;]q

= F. .

]q;ip

(G)

^ ^

since

T?
- ^ ( 9E \ _
9E
ip;jq
9c• ^ 9c. ' 9c. c.

/pr\

and

Fiqiip =
jvi,xp

9'e

9c. 9c.

^'

and the order of derivatives cannot matter because the energy ^

is analytic in the coefficients (particularly because the coefficients
contain the electric field strength).
Das and Duff follow the three-part route described above.

Their Eq. (7) is the Hartree-Fock expectation value of the energy,

through second-order. Their Eq. (10) is the result of the variation

9E/9u. after using the 0. d. e. [in the extended, approximate sense
of Eq. (B)] to simplify it. It is still of mixed orders, zero
through two, but the first-order terms are at their simplest. Thus
they have done the last two steps at once in going from their Eq.
(7) to Eq. (10).

Finally, they explicitly select the first-order part

of their Eq. (10), displaying the zero- and first-order parts of the

one-electron operator, h^ and
(14).

explicitly also; the result is Eq.
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Our attempts to use NOPT as given by Das and Duff (DD)
began with a derivation of the form appropriate to doubly-occupied

molecular orbitals. We worked from the OHF equations (12)
adapted to double occupancy by the simple expedient of interpreting

the operation (a|•|b)c as
2<a(l)|gi,|b(l))c(2) - <a(l)lgi3|c(l)>b(2)
rather than as in Appendix I.

(J)

After symmetric deorthogonalization

of the orthogonal orbitals u. as

"i = "i - 5 S. <"kl"i>V

®

we obtained a first-order equation not in entire analogy to Eq. (14),
but by using the assumption of Eq. (A) three times we completed
the analogy. The lack of rigor for Eq. (14) or its double-occupancy
analog was somewhat disturbing but initially felt to be of the same
or lesser order than the inherent error in finite-basis expansion of
orbitals.

Our second step was checking the symmetry of the linear

equations derived from our analog of Eq. (14), that is, the satis
faction of Eq. (G). We found an asymmetry, though it could be
removed by removing a summation restriction k

j appearing in

Eq. (14) or its analog. After correspondence with both Das and
Duff, we confirmed our interpretation of some ambiguous terms in

Eq. (14) and resolved our original problem as one of convention.
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To eliminate possible ambiguity in the deorthogonalization prescrip

tion, Eq. (K) or their Eq. (11), the restriction

<u.|up = 0
was entered.

(L)

This auxiliary condition must be incorporated into the

linear equations (F) for the cj as extra equations [and then (G)
need not hold], or it can be incorporated after the solution. That

is, the orbitals uf and
1

1

/ i| 0 X

1

1

\

0

u. = u. - <u. u. )u.

I

/"i

satisfy the same l.d. e. Thus in principle we could drop the
summation restriction as we had planned (the added term vanishes
anyway).

We derived the expression for E^^^ at this time, both by
deorthogonalizing the total Hartree-Fock energy and projecting
second-order terms, and by direct deorthogonalization of the sim

plified E_^. Both times we found the result

E<2' = S {<u?lh^|u?> - S <uju.)'<u?|h'|up},
i

'■

^

^

J

^

(M)

J

where

<Uj|uj)' = <U?lUj) + <u°|uj),
and the restriction j 9^ i applies when (uj |u^) = 0 is forced. As a
check, we programmed OHF PT to compare to NOPT using the
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unoccupied virtual orbitals as the {x^}- We also verified that Eq.
(14) correctly reduces to OHF PT.
As we noted in the paper, our initial numerical results
showed much instability in the calculated second-order energy with
regard to basis changes. Some instability was probably due to

using Eq. (M) with the restriction i

j intact, but some remained

after removing the restriction. Apparently the use of assumption

(A) was responsible.
Quite a while later, we attempted a derivation of the most

correct l.d.e. We deorthogonalized the OHF equations with the
extra k = i term in the deorthogonalization.

We found that the

0. d.e. is used in both stages of Das and Duff's derivation, going

from Eq. (7)

Eq. (10) and from Eq. (10)

Eq. (14). In our

more correct analog to Eq. (14), derived without use of the 0.d. e.

and also allowing (u9 |u?) ^ 0, we found the linear equations it
gave were not symmetric. Yet the use of the O.d.e. to derive

Das and Duff's Eq. (14) valid for <u° [uj) 5^ 0 did yield symmetric
linear equations. The symmetry should be unaffected by use of the
O.d.e. This paradox is yet unresolved, after much rechecking of
algebra.

Starting afresh, we took Eq. (7) (which we assumed was
accurate) and projected E^^^ explicitly from it. We then performed
the variation 6E^2)/5u. = 0 to get the l.d.e.

Some summation

restrictions had to be cleared up and then we obtained symmetric

linear equations. However, the numerical results were unstable
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as before. A check of Eq. (7) was initiated, deriving the expecta
tion of the energy E through second order by directly calculating
the contributions of each permutation operator in the matrix ele

ments {xj/ |h|Ai//), (i//|Ai//) where if/ is the unsymmetrized straight
product of HF orbitals, jk is the familiar antisymmetrizer composed
of a sum of signed n-electron permutations, and H is the total Nelectron Hamiltonian. The l.d.e. we derived by variation contained

new terms and, unfortunately, did not reduce to Eq. (14) under the

assumptions of Eqs. (A) and (L) [yet Eq. (14) is known to be the
valid deorthogonalized form of the OHF equations under these

assumptions, as we showed before].
In sum, our problems are twofold: the inability to verify

Eq. (7) for the total energy either (1) by reference to the more

basic form E = {xl/\B.\Axl/)/{\j/\Axf/) or (2) by exact reduction of
Eq. (7) to a symmetric, stable set of linear equations. Amplifying
the latter problem, we note that avoiding use of the 0. d. e. should

preserve the variational principle for E^^^ with respect to the basis

{x^}, independent of any errors in (A) from finitude of the basis
expansion. That is, the numerical results should be stable and
E^2) monotonic with addition of

functions.

Soon after encountering all these difficulties, we abandoned

NOPT for the equivalent FSCF approach, achieving acceptable

results for both LiH and Ng. The proper NOPT equations still
elude us, but we feel they are not as useful or reliable as FSCF,
contrary to our original estimations. We now cover the exact
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utilities of OPT, NOPT, and FSCF approaches to sustain this
last claim.

Given a zero-order basis {x° }, the best bases

and {x^}2;

directions of polarization are well-defined

in our scheme.
calculate

The two straightforward ways of proceeding to

and a are OPT and FSCF.

In both we combine all

three bases into one large basis, eliminating redundant functions,

and obtain a set about twice as large as {x°} for small molecules,
or perhaps 1.5 times as large for big molecules (Ng). Of course,

we combined both {x^} a-t once to avoid unbalancing the two cal
culations, a ^ and
XX

and lowering the anisotropy accuracy
zz

thereby. The two-electron integral computation time is 16 down to

5 times that for {x° }, depending on molecular complexity. OPT
and FSCF give equivalent results in this total basis. [While
FSCF is more readily adapted from existing SCF programs, OPT
can be faster in the actual l.d.e. solution if we borrow the com

plicated integral-handling from SCF programs. ] The nonstraightforward procedure is NOPT, requiring two separate basis set

mergers, {x°} + {x^} ^nd {x°} +
X

dant functions.

z

again eliminating redun-

The merged sets are roughly 1.6-1.35 times as

large as {x°} [small and large molecule limits ], and require
total two-electron integral times range from 13-6.6 times that for

{x° }. The total calculation time for NOPT is only trivially smaller
than that for OPT or FSCF--yet NOPT is so much harder to obtain
in correct form, and in addition its a calculations do not give the
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zero-order MO determination the benefit of using the diffuse

polarization fimctions to increase the accuracy (of the zero-order
MO's, hence also of or itself).
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Introduction

Utility of Vibrational Energy Transfer Studies in Chemistry

The problem of molecular vibrational or rotational
excitation in binary collisions is well studied, perhaps

overly so in some respects.

Many different kinds of exper

iments in thermal, hot-atom, or molecular beeun systems are

aimed at extracting vibrational (or less often, rotational)
excitation cross-sections or relaxation times, especially

for the lower energy levels which are easiest to distinguish
individually.

In addition there have been many calculations

on simplified models of the colliding molecules, quantum and
classical, exact and approximate.

We present such a model

calculation for the Hg-H system in a paper following this
introducti on.

The understanding of vibrational relaxation in

particular is important for chemistry.

It is deeply involved

in collisional activation^ in gas reactions, and it is also
of interest for other bulk processes: ultrasonic absorption

and other transport (see the introduction to part I of this

thesis); optical fluorescence^ (including the existence of
3

competing radiationless decay

in large molecules), and

molecular laser operation ; and some esoteric astrophysical

processes^, such as comet tails and nebul£a* radio emission.
As chemists, we concentrate on its importance in the theo
retical understfiuiding of chemical reactions.
A chemical description of a bidk system in terms
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Of singlet distribution functions (concentrations) for dis

tinct molecular species is presumabl;^/accurate for
thermodynamic, transport, electromagnetic, suid other macro

scopic properties, (The neglected 'physical* interactions
of molecules cause severe problems in dense phases, of
course—see the introduction to part I of this thesis, espe

cially

section G on associated liquids.)

With this pre

sumed to be true, the change of system properties (including
heat, work) with time is ascribed to changes in concentration
of chemical species

through reactions.

In any complex kinetic system in bulk matter, it
is reasonable to assume we can decompose the rates of change

of species concentrations and corresponding bulk properties
into elementary steps or reactions.

Each elementary reaction

is tfidcen as a simple rate process described by a rate law,
with the rate constant dependent on temperature, pressure,

euad other conditions (and only weakly on chemical composi

tion).

Of course for nonthermal systems this is a more

questionable euaalysis and a direct appeal should be made to
time-dependent molecular distribution functions or ottier
essentially complete meuay-body descriptions—and even in

fast-reacting thermal systems the local and transient dis
turbances from local thermodynamic equilibrium require

corrections to the forms of empirical rate law expressions^.
To continue, this principle of decomposability into elemen

tary reactions is the foundation of all chemical kinetics.
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Let us consider the moleculair dynamics and some of the sta>tistical-mechanical nature of the binary collisions in the

v€irious kinds of elementary reactions, particularly regard

ing the role of vibrational energy.

For brevity we must

.Soit discussion of the often fascinating coupling
tary

of elemen

steps into total reacting systems, involving staging,

competition, branching, and elegant derivative phenomena

such as feedback loops common in biochemistry^.
All types of elementary reactions are presumably

governed by the same general laws of quantum mechanics €ind
statistical mechanics.

However, a real understanding

demands detailed (and necessarily approximate or modeled)
theoretical frameworks and experimental techniques, very

much dependent on the specific type of reaction.

After all,

chemical reactions range from ionic solid reactions through
aqueous acid-base reactions and electrochemistry to free-

radical gas phase reactions.

Reactions may be classified by

MOLECULARITY: unimolecular, bimolecular, (rarer) termolecular and higher.

In the interest of unity, we may claim that

unimolecular reactions are a limiting case of bimolecular

ones, with a metastable, unarranged product in the reactive
region of molecular configuration,or arrangement channel.
Similarly, termolecular recombinations are viewed as the
inverse of bimolecular dissociation, which is reaction into
a new arrangement channel above an energetic threshhold.
REARRANGEMENT TYPE is another division scheme on the basis
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of the exact mamier of particle regrouping: exchange (atom

or group), abstraction, simple charge transfer; recombin
ation/dissociation ( for termolecular only). The ELECTRONIC
FORM OP REACTANTS, whether ionic, neutral, or free radical,
influences the gross nature of the intermolecular interac

tion potential. The manner of ENERGIZATION or initiation
determines the relative involvment of the various molecular

degrees of freedom (d.o.f.) and the statistics governing

energy transfer among them both temporally and spatially:
thermal—all d.o.f.; photochemical or (particle-)radiative
« hot-atom—variable balance of translation, vibration,

chiefly; shock wave—translation initially; molecular beam
(non-bulk)—any desired d.o.f. or combination, in principle.
The THERMODYNAMIC STATE or STATE OF AGGREGATION is a chief

determinant of the statistics of energy and mass redistribu

tion

in successive collisions: dilute gas, dense fluid,

solid; pure, diluted by inert species, solvated; homophase
or heterophase situation of reaction partners.

Changes of

phase from reactants to products (e.g., precipitation,
gas evolution) affect the klftetics on the hydrodynamic time
scale (much longer).

Catalysis is challenging to describe

theoretically, as it involves a special aggregation or
three-body-level molecular distribution, often heterophase.
The MODE OF PROPAGATION is rather like a subset of rear

rangement type: chain, branched, nonchain; polymerizing or

not. Special aspects of propagation such as caging^^ in
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liquids could be added here, or lUnder the thermodynamics;

caging is a result of significant structure in the two-body
molecular distribution fvinctions and their time-evolution,

THERMODYNAMIG CONSTRAINTS in the bulk (adiabatic, isochoric,
or isobaric maintenance; openness to mass exchange; hydro-

dynamic conditions of flow or mixing; and phase change dur
ing reaction) give convenient further divisions but are not
essential either empirically or microscopically.

Such con

straints are merely boundary conditions on the di fferential

equations of species, momentum, and energy balances already
fixed by the basic rate laws.

The eventual goal of experimental or theoretical
reaction studies is extraction or calculation of the rate

law, including its dependence on temperature, pressure, etc,
and also its dependence on a few basic features of the mol
ecules.

More detailed information is possible, especially

theoretically (which may be viewed as a more fundamental

approach to the temperature dependence, etc.): rate con-^
stants in rate laws are simple thermal (Boltzmann) averages

of more basic reactive cross-sections^^. If the relative
translational energy E of the reactants in a given encounter
is a valid total delineation for the collision (other d.o.f.

are presumed to have a Boltzmann population of their energy
levels at some temperature low compared to the equivalent
translational temperature—often true for the important

range of translational energy), then a cross-section 0(E) is
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a more detailed result . Per complete state resolution in

reactants and products of all d.o.f. energy levels, the

result is o(n.m), where n, m denote the complete set of

quantum numbers for the reactants, products.

More quantum-

mechahically correct is the S-matrix S(n.m)

o=jsl^ , for

proper compounding of multi-stage processes of activation.
The problem we address in our vibrational excita

tion

studies is. How does vibrational energy storage and

transfer affect the equilibria and rates for each type of
reaction above?

There is sketchy knowledge for limited

types of reactions. Unimolecular decomposition rates of
12

gases are appsu^ently well-explained

by the accumulation of

large amounts of vibrational energy in all the molecular
bonds through hard collisions. The actual decomposition
occurs when by chance most of the quanta localize in one
bond and break it.

The theory has seen many successive

refinements. Simple gas-phase abstraction reactions, such

as K + HCl— KCl + H, are also undergoing much study^^.
Polanyi^'*' in particular has sought the effects of very gen
eral features in the potential energy surface (on which the

reactants and products movej see later) on the effectiveness
of reactant vibrational energy in causing reaction, or con

versely, on the degree of vibrational excitation in the
products. Some qualitative knowledge has been gained in
this regard about attractivenss or repulsiveness of entrance
and exit channels, presence of net energetic barriers either
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direction (endo- or exo-thermicity of reaction), and
entrance or exit location of additional, local energetic

barriers or wells.

Finally, vibrational energy flow is

readily followed in systems fitting the stochastic^^ (strong
16

collision, totally diabatic) or transition-state
ly

(complete

adiabatic) models, which apply in rare limiting cases

but then among almost all classes of reaction.

In the sto

chastic model all energy in the reactants (and products, as
well) is equivalent.

In transition-state theory, the

change of vibrational quantization from reactant to inter
mediate and on to product transfers definite amoomts of

energy to other degrees of freedom, to retain adiabaticity
in every d.o.f.
Most reactions fall outside the scope of the re

action classes and theoretical models above, and require
more detailed analysis and calculations in order to under
stand the absolute rates and their dependence on thermodyneun-

ic

conditions and molecular structure.

Beginning with the

surer knowledge of the statics—of the vibrational level

spacing/density in all the important reactant configurations,
we must develop the dynamics: the coupling of the vibration
al

d..o.f. to other d.o.f. in collisions, and how

collisions compound statisticsdly in succession.

Some aver

aging procedure for the d.o.f. not directly involved in
reaction must also be developed.

Theoretical .studies are

generally of two types: (1) a* priori models of the molecular

i

^ - ii
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dynamics, proceeding from many cross-section calculations

\lj ^

over representative energy ranges and partner orientations
|
■
:
(classically—over Iranslational and internal states, quan-

^
<

-

•?: '\

turn-mechanically) to a final macroscopic rate constant; (2) • -i'

fitting experimental rate constants to a parametric form
the cross-section as tf(E)

of

11

, assuming a model in which E

relative translational energy is all that matters.
ter is a more recent approach.

The lat

The former is more basic and

even underpins the latter, and thus we concentrate on it.
Let us consider the general approach to the theory

of reactions through collision dynamics (scattering theory),
particularly for 'clean' gas-phase bimolecular reactions.

A

model is selected for the division of the internal molecular

d.o.f., and the reaction coordinates identified along with
the proper division of configuration space into reactants,

products, and interaction region.

One then assumes a poten

tial energy surface (PES) for the total molecular motion
(from molecular quantum mechanics calculations generally—

fraught with its own great difficulties^»^'^) and projects it
onto the reaction coordinates as a cut in the hyperspace of

• •.1,1

total motion; the potential variation in the remaining d.o.fI
coordinates is developed as some basis expansion, usually.

One might also assume directly the form of the PES projec
tion on the reaction coordinate and main d.o.f., commonly a

Lennard-Jones analytic form in some key interatomic coord
inate.

The Hamiltonian for the equations of motion must

^
^
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be simplified to involve only the reaction coordinate and
a few important d.o.f.; other d.o.f. are neglected, or

rarely, averaged analytically or approximately.

In the

d.o.f. remaining explicitly, one then distinguishes the
•channels' or net quantum states of motion, as by relative

kinetic energy E, total angular momentum J, vibrational

quantum numbers n^^ —often neglecting subdivision into rota
tional

states.

The blocks of channels which are coupled by

the potential are identified. For example, channels of dif
ferent total J do not couple; the total wavefunction or

classical phase-space distribution breaks into a sum over

various J-components, called partial waves in quantiam mech

anics^®. The differential equations(d.e.) of motion are
solved for the whole relevant range of initial conditions

(initial channels) with proper scattering boundary conditions

imposed^^'^^. Either quantum or classical (or semiclassicajL)
equations can be assumed, and then solved by essentially
exact or else approximate (perturbation, variation) methods.
In the quantum treatments of the related inelastic
but nonreactive scattering, one invariably performs a chaui-

nel

expansion of the total wavefunction for the motion

(in a stationary state representation). Extra channels are
included which are not energetically accessible at long

times ('virtuals'; their involvement in motion generates
21

some uniquely quantum phenomena—tunneling^-'- through classi-

cal

22

barriers; and resonances

which are rapid changes^with
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initial energy, of the exit channel distribution, from rapid

alteration in quantum interference effects). The total
Schrodinger d.e. factors into coupled d.e.'s for the channels.

Solution methods for the CO equations vsiry widely ^

in approach and in adaptability to different probelms. Re
turning to reactive scattering, we encounter difficulties in
channel expsuisions because the channels of one arrangement
channel are a complete set, yet boundary conditions in the

other arrangement channels (products, e.g.) cannot be formu

lated in terms of them. Physicists^^ attacked this problem
first; now there are numerous ways around the problem in a
20

practicfid sense

Finally the solutions for motion under 'pure'
initial conditions are converted to S-raatrix elements'or

scattering cross-sections cT, and then averaged over the
(thermal, Boltzmann) statistical distribution in initial
channels.

Statistical mechanical and quantum corrections

for interference simong channels or temporally enter here—

e.g., corrections for generation of nonequilibrium fluid

structure (hence collision statistics) by temporal heating*^
in fast reactions; or corrections for multiple collisions
during 'activation' in dense fluids.
We have outlined above an essentially complete,

detailed theory.

It rarely gets tested in total by actual

numerical calculations

realistic systems.

even without thermal averaging, for
30

Only one total calculation-^

has been
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done, in the simplest system H +
ial kinetic energies.

— Hg + H for a few init

The more practical and valuable use

of the theory involves only parts of it at a time, with

further simplifications of the equations of motion through
models for the coupled molecular motions—even to very crude

models such as stripping and harpooning^^, ignoring the
detailed internal motions and postulating abrupt shifts in

the PES, and using simple gas kinetic theory for total
collision (reactive and non-reactive) cross-sections.

With

sufficient work on models of all degrees of rigor we should

hope to develop a manageably small set of concepts to anal

yze any reaction rate and/or its component cross—sections—
or partial aspects of same, such as the effect of simultan

eous rotational transitions^^ on vibrational transition
cross-sections.

An exploding volume of kinetic data and

other experimental data (ultrasoMc relaxation, laser oper

ation, etc., as noted earlier) is awaiting understanding
through correlation with a few basic molecular parameters
by use of the theory.
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Calculation of Transition Probabilities for Collinear Atom-Diatom and Diatom-Diatom

Collisions with Lennard-Jones Interaction
VlNTENT P. GdTSCHICK* .AND VlKCEVT McKOY

Amos Nuyes Laboralory of Chemical Physics, Califcrina InstituU of Technology,\ Pasadena, California 9UU9
AND

Dennis J. Dikstler
Dcparlmeiil of Chemtslry, UnkersUy of iilissouri,^ St. Louis, Missouri 63I2I
(Received 10 March 19G9)

Numerical integration of the close coupled scattering equations is performed to obtain vibralional transi
tion proiiabilitics for three models of the electronically adialiatic Hj-H- collision. All three models use a
Lcnnard-Joncs interaction potential between the nearest atoms in the collision partners. The results arc
analyzed for some insight into the vihrational c.\cilation process, including the elTcets of anbarmonicitics
in the molecular vibration and of the internal structure (or lack of it) in one of the molecules. Conclusions
are drawn on the value of similar moilcl calculations, .\moiig them is the conclusion that the replacement

of earlier and simpler models of the interaction potential by the Lennard-Jones potential adds very little
realism for all the complication it introduces.
INTRODUCTION

of internal degrees of freedom and possibly reaction.
The collision systems pose a multichannel scattering

There is curreiiL interest in quuntuin-niechanical problem, commonly solved by the coupled channels
treatments of molecular collisions involving c.xcitation (CC) method. The CC equations are coupled difTeren-
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tial equations derived as follows for a nonreactive sys*
tern: consider a system composed of two asymptotically
isolated parts described by internal coordinates ri, rj.
Let the relative coordinate be given by R. Into the
Schrodinger equation,

Cr(R)+//''(r„ r^)+K/(r„ r„ R)-£>(r„ r^, R)=0
(1)

(where T is the operator for kinetic energy of relative
motion), substitute the state or channel expansion

^(rj, rj, R)= E/„(R)^„(ri, r^),

(2)

where {^„) is a complete orthonormal set of the eigen-

In the first section of this paper, we define the co
ordinates for the one-dimensional or collinear atomdiatom and diatom-diatom collisions with vibrational

e.xcitation. We then specify numerical values of pa
rameters used to define the three models of the H!rH2

collision. Two of these models are atom-diatom type,

one of which takes the potential for the diatom vibra
tion as the harmonic potential, the other as the Morse
potential. The third model is the diatom-diatom type,
with each diatom being a harmonic vibrator. Masses
of the atoms and diatoms are chosen such that all

three models are appropriate for the Hj-Ho collision—
this requires the atom mass to equal the total mass of
the diatom. Finally, a Lennard-Jones interaction po
tential is assumed to operate between the nearest atoms

functions of Hq,
(3)

in the collision partners. This is a more realistic choice
than the more common one of an exponential potential,

Left multiplication of Eq. (1) by 4>m* and integration

at least at low collision energies. In Sec. II we present
the numerical results for the transition probabilities.
We contrast the physical behavior of the models for
qualitative insight into the effects of vibrational anharmonicity and internal structure in the collision part
ners, and comment briefly on related semiclassical and
classical calculations. I'inally, we conclude that the

H°<l>n=tn4>n'

over the coordinates ri, Tj yields the CC equations

(-r(R)+E-€„)/„(R)= E K„„(R)/„(R), (4)
n

where

r„„(R)={Mti, r,) I F/(r,, r^, R)[ 0„(r,, r^)). (5)
These equations are solved subject to boundary con

ditions, generally that asymptotically (1 R 1 —»w) the
relative motion becomes free, i.e.,

/„(R)~exp(ik„«R)-t-scattered waves.

transition probabilities for the latter very accurately
while requiring far less computing time.

(6)

The form of the scattered waves depends upon the
dimensionality of the system. The ratio of scattered to
incident flux, mth flux defined by

j„(R)=(V2m)Im(/„»V/„),

simpler exponential interaction potential is preferable
to the Lennard-Jones potential because it reproduces

(7)

is the transition probability (one dimension) or cross
section (two or three dimensions). As closed-form ana

lytical solutions of Eqs. (4) are not ordinarily obtain
able, several techniques have been developed for their
accurate numerical integration.'"® We developed our
own technique of integration using Dirichlet boundary
conditions and simple one-step Euler integration. This
was the fastest technique available to us at the time
of our calculations, though it is now superseded by

I. NATURE OF THE THREE
MODEL CALCULATIONS

A.The Atom-Diatom Collision in One Dimension

The original coordinates for this system are simply
the positions Xi, Xi, Xj of the three masses nti, iivi, ith,
with iiti—tni comprising the bound or diatomic s>'stem.
The operator for the Hamiltonian minus the energy
eigenvalue is

n? a'
2mi dx^

dx^

2wj dx^

+ K«'(.t2-arO+F/(a-,-:r2)-E. (9)

the reference solution methods of Refs. 4 and 5. The

The interaction potential F/'(xi—.1*3) has been ne
glected. We show in the Appendix that several con

parameters controlling the accuracy of the integration-

secutive transformations of coordinates can be per

step size, end points of the integration in the coordi

formed which (1) put the system into the form of an

nate R, the number of channels included in the ex

"atom" colliding with another, oscillating atom bound

pansion Eq. (2), and the accuracy of the numerical
integration for the potential matrix elements Kmn(R)
in Eq. (4)—were chosen such that each individual
transition probability was converged to within 1% of
its "true" value and detailed balance error, as meas
ured by the quantity

to an equilibrium position—a two-body problem; see

Fig. 1—and (2) reduce all coordinates, masses, and
potential parameters to a smaller number of dimensionless quantities. The operator II—E in new units and
coordinates is

//-£=-\/2ii{,dyd:^)-\(,dydf)
«mn= C(/'«n-/'nm)//'«n]X 100%,

(8)

+F„(y)-fF/(.i:-y)-£, (10)

was limited to 0.1%-0.4%, allowing us to report only

one probability of eacli equivalent pair P„n, Pnm.

where the energy E is exclusive of center-of-mass mo-
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tion and is measured in units of hoi, twice the ground- form
state vibrational energy of the oscillator «ii—»«j. The

= 2/x E VUx)Mx), (14)

set of parameters for the collision reduces to E, n, and
the parameters of the two potentials.
Ne.\t we make the channel expansion, Eq. (2). The

function ^n(y) representing bound states of the oscilla
tor are solutions of the eigenvalue equation

C-KaVay)+Vi2(y)

=0.

(ii)

Again, the energies «„ are measured in units of twice
the ground-state oscillator energy, so that for the
ground state,
Two models for the oscillator have
been used in our calculations: (1) the harmonic oscil

m-*l

with
kn*=2fl{E—en),

V„Ux)={Uy)\VT{x-y)\<l>Uy))

/: dy4>n{y)Vj(x-y)^miy)y
«tot=number of states retained in the channel

e.vpansion.

(14')

Our choice of the interaction potential Vi{x—y) is

lator, for which

the Lennard-Jones potential with its singularity at
.r—y=0 replaced by a finite step.
«=1,2, 3, •••,

^»(y)=C2'-'(«-i)!3-'«^-i(y) ex-p{-y®/2),

Vi{x-y) =4€{[<r/(a:—y)]«-[or/ (.r—y)3®},
(12)

= F/(6),

x-y>b
x-y<b,
(15)

where n„is the Herniite polynomial,and (2) the Morse
oscillator, for which

although another choice, the exponential potential,
V/(a;—y) = Cex-pC—a(a:—y)]
(16)

Vn(y)=D,(<r^''-e-^''),

was used to check our method by duplicating some
calculations of Secrest and Johnson.®

e„= C2(2Z).)"V/3:(«-5)-^/3«(H-i)S
4i«(y)=iV„ exp(-(/<r^«')(2d<r^'')«■-«''+»«

As a shorthand notation for the two models let. us

(13)
with

,/=(2/?,)"V^,
4=2(7,

A'^n= normalization constant,

(13')

and where £„+„"(«) is a generalized Laguerre poly
nomial. The quantity D, is the depth of the potential
well, and /3 is an anharmonicity parameter. The Morse

use HOLJ for the harmonic oscillator hit by an atom
interacting with it by a Lennard-Jones potential, and
MOLJ for the Morse oscillator and the same LennardJones interaction (and HOEXP for the harmonic oscil
lator and the e.\ponential potential). In all of these
calculations, the parameters n, e, o- (and also D„ 0 for
the MOLJ case) were chosen to represent the collision
of two hydrogen molecules, one of which has its vibra

tional degree of freedom frozen out. The dimensionless
values of the parameters are then

oscillator has a finite number of bound states, up to

M=0.5,

«max=4. The CC equations for both models have the

6=5.707X10-®,
(r=46.71,

(«) Coordinates
in the original space
«
t
I

rh-j

m2

£>,= 8.3255,

^=0.24886,

(i)4~0

(17)

as. converted from dimensioned quantities quoted in

Bliatia®" and Herzberg®'' and Herzfeld and Litovitz.®°
A slight adjustment of 0 from a calculated value of
total center
of
1-2 center

of mass

0.24840 was made to obtain the proper value of ei=0.5

for the ground vibrational level. The values of D, and
0 allow 16 bound levels for the Morse oscillator.
B. The Diatom-Diatom Collision in One Dimension

(W In the space of the

equivalent two-particle problem

Fio. 1. The original (a) and transformed (h) coordinates for the
atom-diatom collision in one dimension.

The original coordinates for this system are the posi
tions .Vi (i=l, 2, 3, 4) of the four masses hi„ with
nti—mz and ittt—tiu forming the two bound diatomic

systems. Assuming the dominant nonbound interaction
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Table I. Selection of channels to include in diatom-diatom

prohlcm. Maximum excitation of each diatom is to second vi-

where the 0„i, are solutions of eigenvalue equations
of the form (10). In our calculations, both diatom
oscillators arc modeled as harmonic oscillators and the

brational level Ki= 2.»

interaction potential is the Lennard-Jones potential;
Method (1)—form all possible product
states (hi, Hj) with nt,»]independently
ranging from 1 to 4

Method (2)-add

this model is denoted by the shorthand HOHOLJ. Sys
tem parameters e.\clusive of the energy E are

the restriction

;t=0.5,

«i+»:^4

(«i, «j)

1
2

3
4•
5

no.'»

(«i, th)

1

1,1
1,2
2,1
1,3
2,2
3,1
1,4
2,3
3,2
4,1

10

3,1
3,2

1,3
1,4

11

3,3

3

12

3,4
4, 1
4,2
4,3
4,4

4

2,3
2,4

7

8

(wi.rin)

1,1
1,2

2.1
2,2

6

no.

9

13
14
15

16

2

5
6
7
8
9
10

* Values of

«=5.707X10-«,

Channel

Channel

Channel
no.**

to 4 should be included on the basis of atom-diatom model

results.

** In each selection scheme the open cliannels are in bold face.

Test calculations on a model with the exponential

potential successfully duplicated the results of Riley.'
The CC equations have the general form

id^/d.y?W)fn{x) = 2m E V„MUix),

(22)

m

where

kn^=2n{E—eai—en2) ,
Vnn.{x)

— {<t>ni(yi)<^a2{y2) 1 Vi{x~yi~y2\ d>mt{yi)<f>m2(y2))The ordering of states in the expansion (20) becomes
significant when we truncate the expansion. Two ways

VI to be between particles 2 and 3, one has

to order or include channels suggest themselves: (1)
retain a certain number of states for each oscillator,

//-£= i: -(ny2mi){dydXi^)+Vi2'ixi-Xi)
i-i

-1-Km'(.T3—+

(21)

46.71.

a'j)—£. (18)

In the Appcndi.x we show that successive coordinate
transformations, analogous to those used to reduce the
atom-diatom problem, put the system into the form
of a diatom oscillator hitting a bound oscillating
"atom." The system parameters are also made dimensionless. The operator U—E in the transformed
coordinates is

11-E=-(1/2/d)idydx^)-h(dydy^)-Hd'W)

■¥Vi2{yi)-\-VzM-\-Vi{x-y,-y^)-E (19)

yielding the correspondence between » and (»1,.«2)
given in the left-hand columns of Table I, or (2) retain
product states («1, «2) up to a certain energy level
eni+6nj, yielding the correspondence of n and («1, «2)
given in the right-hand columns of Table I. The second
approach places all open channels together at the begin
ning of the numbering scheme, and makes for a smaller
set of coupled equations for similar accuracy; that is,
the states (h1, h2) where both »1 and »2 are high
virtual states will be relatively unimportant. The sec
ond approach will be used in our HOHOLJ calculations.
Note the occurrence of equivalent channels (m1, n2)<-»
(«2, «1). These channels are physically distinct; a
transition from one to the other involves no conversion

for a system of two identical diatoms; the general form
is given in the Appendix. Again, E is the energy,
exclusive of center-of-mass motion, in units of twice
the ground vibrational energy of either oscillator. The

of translational into vibrational energy—it is a resonant
energy transfer.

set of parameters remains U, n, and the parameters of
the potentials, as in Sec. I.A. The diatom-diatom colli
sion can be made physically equivalent to the atomdiatom collision, so that comparisons of analogous tran

sition probabilities will illustrate the effect of an internal
degree of freedom in the incident "particle." In addi
tion, "resonant" energy transfer involving interchange
of vibrational quanta between the diatoms with no
conversion of translational energy exists for the diatomdiatom case.

6l«'C00

The channel expansion of Eq. (2) takes the form
TOTAL ENERCT

Hx, yu yO = Y:.fn{x)<i>ni{yi)4>n2{yi),

(20)

Fio. 2. Energy dependence of the transilion probabilUies'i'd—»h)
from the ground state in the atom-diatom problem, HOLJ model.
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Table II. Calculated transition probabilities for HOLJ model. Numbers in parentheses are negative powers of 10 multiplying result.*
£»•
1.65

1.55

1-+2
2—*2

1.85

2.05

2.25

0.964

0.9999

0.9992 .

0.9946

0.9835

0.121(3)

0.792(3)

0.538(2)

0.165(1)

0.357(1)

0.9999

0.9992

0.9946

0.9835

0.964

E
2.85

2.65

2.55

2.45

3.05

3.45

1-1

0.936

0.918

0.898

0.852

0.799

0.674

1—>2

0.638(1)

0.815(1)
0.506(5)

0.101

0.147

0.199

0.314

0.411(4)

0.406(3)

0.170(2)

0.109(1)

0.918

0.897

0.843

0.771

0.580

0.235(3)

0.152(2)

0.100(1)

0.296(1)

0.105

0.99976

0.9984

0.990

0.969

0.884

1—3
2—2

0.936

2—3
3—3

E

Pi»-.m

5.20

4.80

4.20

3.80

5.80

6.20

1—1

0.555

0.420

0.245

0.157

0.687(1)

0.351(1)

1—2

0.412

0.498

0.543

0.510

0.394

0.296

1—>3

0.323(1)
0.421(4)

0.799(1)
0.855(3)

0.201

0.300

0.427

0.470

0.106(1)
0.107(4)

0.322(1)
0.264(3)

0.105

0.183

0.422(2)
0.350(5)

0.149(1)
0.100(3)

1—4
1-5
1—6
2—2

0.384

0.179

0.104(1)

0.222(1)

0.175

0.299

2—3

0.202

0.313

0.383

0.328

0.148

0.416(1)

2—4

0.640(3)

0.870(2)

0.631(1)
0.123(3)

0.136

0.258

0.297

0.228(2)

0.241(1)
0.341(4)

0.644(1)
0.773(3)

2-5
2—6
3—3

0.755

0.536

0.177

0.313(1)

0.387(1)

0.134

3—4

0.982(2)

0.698(1)

0.238

0.326

0.297

0.180

0.108(2)

0.137(1)

0.878(1)
0.233(3)

0.170

0.676

0.421

0.805(1)

0.364(2)

0.124(1)

0.834(1)

0.256

0.317

0.156(2)

0.186(1)

3—5
3—6
4—4

0.989

0.921

4—5
4-6

0.401(2)

0.612

0.338

5—6

0.146(1)

0.945(1)

6-6

0.9835

0.882

0.900

0.986

5—5

"Calculated values of Pnm and Pmn wre aluays well within 1% of each

** littergy units are hu, twice the ground-state vibrational energy of the
diatom.

other. To avoid rediiiidanry, only the former are given.

n. RESULTS OF MODEL CALCULATIONS

feature for both atom-diatom models HOLJ and JIOLJ,

which cover significant energy ranges, is the oscillation
Tables II-IV present our calculated transition prob of the Pmn- For instance, the elastic transition prob
abilities for the HOLJ, MOLJ, and HOHOLJ models. ability Pn in the HOLJ model decreases steadily until
The total error in these results is in the range of 1% or

less. The behavior of selected probabilities

as func

tions of energy is illustrated in Figs. 2-6. The clearest

it reaches a deep minimum near £=4.9; then, despite
the opening of an additional b/elastic channel at £=4.5,
P-a begins to rise rapidly. This is "caiused" by the
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Table III. Calculated transition probabilities for MOLJ model.*
Hj-Hj MOU
l.SS

Pn^m

l-»2

1.90

2.30

0.99983

0.9958

0,980

0,939

0.165(3)

0.417(2)

0,198(1)

0.604(1)
0,129(3)

0.99983

0.9958

0,980

1—3
2—2

2,75

0,931

2—3

0.819(2)

3—3

0,9917

lOTAl ENEBQt

Fig. 3. Energy dependence of the transition probabilities
P(2—*u) from tlie first excited state in the atom-diatom problem,
HOIJ model.

E
3.40

P«.m

4.15

4.45

4,85

downward turns in probabilities Pn and Piz. We sec a

1—1

0.854

0.724

0.662

0,582

similar behavior in transitions front initial states 1 and

1—2

0,142

0.255

0,302

0,354

3, Pin und Pu- Comparing transitions according to

1—3

their initial stale, we note that the coupled oscillations

1—4

0.314(2)
0.159(5)

0.204(1)
0.306(3)

0.602(1)
0.320(2)

0,138(6)

0,345(1)
0.977(3)
0.317(5)

in probabilities set in at a lower value of initial kinetic
energy It—

the higher the initial stale n.

This oscillator}' behavior has been found in similar
atom-diatom model systems by previous workers.
Shuler and Zwanzig^ found sharp-peaked oscillations for
all transitions in their exact but specialized quantum-

1—5

0.394(4)

0,198(7)

1—6
2—2

0.780

0,508

0.391

0.249

2—3

0.779(1)

0,229

0,287

0,347

2—4

0.868(4)

0,809(2)

0.198(1)

0.475(1)

0,623(5)

0.111(3)

0.104(2)
0,764(6)
0,296

2—5
2—6

mechanical treatment of the harmonic diatom and the

hard-sphere interaction potential,
Vi{x~y)=0,

x-y>0.

3-3

0.915

0,643

0,493

3-4

0.412(2)

0,108

0,182

0.281 .

0,182(3)

0,230(2)

0.145(1)
0.180(4)

0,878

0.756

0,531

0,598(2)

0,407(1)

0,137

0,957

0,838

3—5
3—6

x—y=0.

(23)
4—4

The exact result of Secrest and Johnson^ for several
HOEXP models show maxima in inelastic probabilities.

4-6

The exact semiclassical results of Rapp and Sharp® for

5—5

a HOEXP-llke model show regular oscillations. The
oscillations in our results and the results quoted above
are real, allliough there have been many approximate
calculations in which the use of low-order perturbation
theory or the artificial exclusion of most of the channels
in expansion (2) has led to a spurious effect.
A major part, of the analysis of our results is the

0.9958

4—5

0,371(3)
0.9938

5—6

0,919(2)

6-6

0.9904

"Calculated value? of Pun and Pnii were always well within 1% of
each other. To avoid redundancy, only tlie former are given.

'' Energy unit? are /ia>. twice the ground-state vibrational energy of
the diatom.

Hj-", HOU

TOYAL tNEAGY

TOfAL ENEBOY

FiG. 4. Energy ciepemlcnce of the transition probabilities
»«) from the second cxcilcd stale in the atom-tiialom pr< blent, HOLJ model.

Fio. 5. Energy dependence of the transition probabilities
P(l—*ii) from the first excited state in the atom-diatom proble n,
MOLJ m'ldel.
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Table IV. Calculated transition probabilities for HOHOLJ model.*
£«»
2.05

2.15

2.35

. 2.55

2.75

2.95

11-.11.

0.99990

0.99934

0.9956

0.987

0.972

0.951

11-»12

0.508(4)

0.329(3)

0.219(2)

0.656(2)

0.140(1)

0.245(1)

12-»12

0.9929

0.980

0.950

0.914

0.872

0.825

12-»21

0.707(2)

0.194(1)

0.474(1)

0.789(1)

0.114

0.150

E
3.08

•Fa—m

3.15

3.35

3.55

0.934

0.923

0.890

0.853

0.328(1)
0.183(5)
0.366(5)

0.382(1)
0.680(5)
0.136(4)

0.547(1)
0.648(4)
0.130(3)

0.731(1)
0.261(3)
0.523(3)

12-.12

0.792

0.650

0.175

0.773
0.188

0.714

12-»21

0.224

0.258

12->13
12-»31

0.192(3)
0.104(3)
0.143(4)

0.603(3)
0.329(3)
0.548(4)

0.381(2)
0.214(2)
0.524(3)

0.108(1)
0.627(2)
0.204(2)

13-.13

0.980

0.963

0.909

0.846

13->22

0.360(1)
0.352(3)

0.848(1)
0.203(2)

0.136

13-»31

0.200(1)
0.110(3)

22->22

0.960

0.927

0.826

0.715

ii-'ia

n->22

12-.22

* Calculated valuer of P(>il, h2)—•(iil', n2') that should be equal among
themselves by time-reversal invartance or symmetry were negligibly dif
ferent. Only one member is given to avoid redundancy.

0.556(2)

'' Energy units arc AtJis =fio>u •'•flu, twice the ground-state vibrational
energy of either diatom.

'The transition (nl. n2)-«(nl', «2') is abbreviated to iil»2-»nl'»2'.

comparison and contrast of the three models for the

ture in the incident particle. At the same time, exam
Hj-Hj collision. Suitable quantities for comparison in inations of models individually show the basic energy
clude analogous transition probabilities (as 1—>2 HOLJ, behavior of the probabilities and other properties that

M MOLJ, 11^12©11->21 HOHOLJ), net energy

are as instructive as the obvious contrasts between

transfer from analogous initial states, and relative
strengths of multiquanturn jumps. Contrasts of HOLJ
and MOLJ models will tell us something about the
effects of anharmonicity, and contrasts of HOLJ and
HOHOLJ will help reveal the effect of internal struc-

models. Specific items we can study, both within and
between models, include comparisons of (1) all transi-

ft.:2-21 *20

I2-3L.20

TOTAL ENtftGT

Fig.6. Energy dependence of the transition probabilities
P{\2-*mn) in the diatom-diatom problem, HOHOLJ model.
I'he initial state 1-2 has one of the diatoms in its ground state,
the other in its first excited state.

ENERCY ABOVE THRESHOLD

Fig. 7. Demonstration of very similar energy dependence for
one-quantum jumps in all three models of the Hj-H* collision,

HOLJ, MOLJ, HOHOLJ. The curves of Ingio(probability) have
been biased by —0.75 in the MOLJ cases for clarity.
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effect of itself on transition probabilities—which would
not be true if the extra degree of freedom coupled
strongly to translation. However, it does couple strongly

/>'/
/•' /

■ //

Jmlj2—S ^'/kK0LJ2-»4
(•
'I

/

f

I

I,

-

I—
i^d

12—>21. The latter transitions may be of independent
other transitions at modest energies.

/KOLJ2-*5

Proceeding to the HOLJ-?ilOLJ comparison, we find
the ratio (Ei2)mou/(Ei2)hou is quite small—around
0.3-0.4. This is readily explained by the lower coupling
between adjacent states of the anharmonic oscillator

'/

.. j
f
i^s—I

to the vibration of the other diatom, giving rise to

highly favored resonant energy transfers of the type
interest, but they do not drain much probability from

/

jl
/'

■I'

>

(compared to that for a harmonic oscillator) induced

/!♦-

by a potential that is essentially linear in the oscil

!•

lator coordinate. This near linearity in the coordi
Fro. 8. Comparison of all transition probabilities P(2—*n) from

tlic first excited state. The two atoniAliatom models HOIJ and
MOLJ are both represented.

tions of a given type, such as one-quantum jumps
i'n.B+ij for various initial states «, (2) all transitions
Pnm from a given initial state », (3) net energy trans
fer (translational to vibrational) from each state n,
defined for the atom-diatom models as

{AEn)—

Enin(Sm fin)>

(24)

where the c,- are the energy eigenvalues for the diatom
vibration. The diatom-diatom model has several tjpes

of energy transfer that will be defined later.

Figure 7 presents a logarithmic plot of several onequantum jump probabilities for each of the three
models. The abscissa in each case is energy above

threshold £„=£—£«+!, rather than initial kinetic en

ergy. The striking fact brought out by the logarithmic
plot is that all the P„.nfi for a given model behave
much like

E„,„4.j(£) = Const„/(Eox),

(25)

nate y holds near the classical turning point xi, where
F/(a't— (y)) =E—e„, for our Lennard-Jones potential—
and it is the region of Xi that is most important. The
problem of why MOLJ one-quantum jumps have a
different "slope" at low energies than HOLJ jumps
cannot be commented on with our calculations limited

to so few energies.

Figure 8 presents a comparison of the second type,
among all transitions from initial state 2 (P21, P23, Pu,
P23) for both atom-diatom models. It is also a log
arithmic plot, and the abcissa is appropriately the
total energy E. A clear feature is that the horizontal
or energy gaps between adjacent curves 2—>», 2—>»-j-l
are widening as » increases. That is, in either of the
two models, the higher the quantum jump, the more

slowly the probability grows. The e.xplanation is again
in the essential linearity of the interaction potential
at the classical turning point; the first-order coupling
of a final state to the initial state is a very strongly

decreasing function of the number of quantum jumps
in the transition. This argument docs not hold as well
for the anharmonic MOLJ model, and so the energy
intervals between the various curves do not widen as

with /(ex) the same for all «. Further, /(E) is very
similar for the HOLJ and HOHOLJ models, while

log/{E) for MOLJ has a smaller slope at the lowest
energies. Pursuing this point of similarity, we turn to
the actual magnitudes of probabilities at low energy. For
the analogous transitions 11—>12© 11—>21 HOHOLJ
and 1-^2 HOLJ, we find

(Ei1-I2+7^1«.2i) HOllOu/ (Ej2)hOIJ~0.8

(26)

at low energy. Not only do these transitions have simi
lar /(E) or "slopes," but their magnitudes are close,
being reduced for the HOHOLJ case by the extra

adiabaticity or softness introduced into the collision
process by the extra internal degree of freedom. That
the change from HOLJ to HOHOLJ is principally the

addition of a very modest amount of adiabaticity is
supported by comparing the 11—>12 and 21—>22

HOHOLJ probabilities. The two values are extremely
close at low energies, indicating again that the initial
state of our extra internal degree of freedom has little

KINETIC ENERGY IN INITIAL STATE

Ftc. 9. Atom-diatom collision; net transfer of energy from
translation to diatom vibration as a function of the initial state

{«) an«l of the kinetic energy in the initial stale. Both HOLJ

ami MOLJ models arc represented.
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rapidly here, even after we discount the decreasing

——

'

'a ■

intervals between thresholds.

We have no HOI-IOfJ results for transitions higher
than two-quantum jumps, and these only from the
ground slate. Yet the HOIIOIJ model lias a greater
variety of transition types or processes than the atom-

lll-OIIJI,'"

Tl>-*P 01)• Alt'* D

»*Li

^

* 10

diatom models. Finding the relative magnitudes of the
different processes is a worthwhile task. The processes
we distinguish, and e.vamples of each, are:
E-Elastic: ll-i-ll, 12->I2

R—Resonant: no not quantum jump in the pair of
diatoms, i.e., opposite jumps in each diatom: 12—>21,
22->13

.

SR—Semiresonant: oi)posite jumps of different order

KINETIC ENERGT IN INITIAL STATE

in each diatom: 12—»31
NR—Nonresonant:

Fig. 10. Diatom-^btom collision, HOTIOLJ model: net trans

(a) One-quantum jump: 11—^12, 22—»12

fer of energy between the various degrees of (recdom fe.g,, TR_=
translation; see text for symbol meaning), as'a function of initial

(b) Two-quantum jump: IWU

stale {nijo) and of the kinetic energy in the initial state.

(c) Double one-quantum jump: 11—>22

The IIOHOLJ results at the modest energy E=3.55
show that the strengths of processes generally follow
the order

also the expected trend, that AE(all—»d) increases

strongly as the state of "a" is raised. As there is noth
ing surprising within Fig. 10, wc proceed to compare

(27) HOHOLJ with HOLJ via their ratio A£(tr—»all)/AE
for analogous initial states. For HOHOLJ state 11 and
reflecting the weakness of translatioiial-vibrational cou HOLJ slate 1, the ratio is around 0.8, reflecting the
pling compared to vibrational-vibralional (V-V) cou extra adiabalicitv of the dialoin-diatom case. For
pling. There arc V-V processes that arc weak, as the HOHOLJ stale '2\ and HOLJ state 2, the ratio is
E>R>NR(a)> SR> •••,

13~»31 transition involving concerted two-quantum

about 0.4, probably due to the drain of the resonant

jumps that are approximately forbidden in first order. process 12—'21. The same ratio occurs in the compari
Our final study is of energy transfer. Figure 9 plots son HOHOLJ 31<-^H0LJ 3 and in the weaker com
{AE„) for both atom-diatom models from initial slates parison nOliOLJ 22<-^HbLJ 3.
We may draw a number of conclusions from our
1, 2, and 3 as functions of initial kinetic energy. MOLJ
has about -10% the energy transfer efficiency of liOLJ, results, particularly regarding the value of similar model
calculations on intcrmolectilar energy transfer. Despite

from tlie initial stales 1 or 2. The energy transfer in
state 2 reaches a node at lower energy for MOLJ than

the limitations of our models—onc-diniensionality, a

HOI.J, reflecting the earlier opening up of new channels

restricted and modeled iiilcracLion polenlial, and the

for ItiOLJ. The disparity in form for HOLJ and MOLJ simplicity of the models of the diatoms—we have e.xenergy transfer appears to bo very pronounced fur high

tracted a number of physical insights into the collision

Initial states.

of two fairly stiff diatoms, if not into the actual H3-H2

To define the measure of energy transfer for diatomdiatom collisions, we must denote the subsystems or

collision. The effects of anliarmonicity and of internal

degrees of freedom, and the relative magnitudes of

degrees of freedom between which the transfer occurs. ditTerent processes are among the insights. Certainly,
These subsystems are translation or "tr," diatom 1-2 calculations on a wider sampling of collision partners
diatom collisions), and diatom 3-4 or "a" (playing the
same role as the atom). The energy transfers most

within the same general modeling scheme can be recom
mended as a practical and valuable project; the com
puting times are moderate. We are also able to suggest

directlv compar:ib]c to the atom-diatom results are

some precautions and some simplifications in modeling

or "cl" (playing the same role its the diatom in atom-

tr—>a-fds£ir—>all, tr—>d (not equal in general to tr—>a; a collision system. First, the introduction of all the

internal degrees of freedom of the collision partners is
not as necessary for reasonably accurate calculations
tem), and tr-l-a—>d=a]l—'d. I'igure 10 presents these as a fair degree of anharmonicily in the vibrations.
three (AE) functions for HOHOLJ in initial stales 11, Neither complication can reall)' be ignored and semi12, and 13, plotted as functions of initial kinetic energy. empirical corrections based on careful studies of addi
AE(tr—>d) is very nearly identical for states 11 and 12 tional systems are probably desirable. Secondly, the
for comparable distances al)Ove their respective thresh choice of analytic form for the interaction potential is
olds, corresponding to our finding that the state of a not nearly as important as the careful estimation of the

"d" and "a" may be initially in different states, making

for dislinguishabilily in this otherwise symmetric sys

does not much affect the coupling of d to tr. There Is

parameters for the chosen form. To support this claim
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we turn to some results of A. Wagner of this laboratory.

In entirely similar calculations he employed HOEXP
and HOHOEXP models for the H2-H2 sjstem with
the EXP (exponential) potential parameter a care
fully fitted by various least-squares techniques to the
Lennard-Jones parameters a, e. His calculations dupli
cated ours within several percent for all but the highest
quantum jumps at the highest energies, where one

probability might be off as much as a factor of 2, Let
us consider that neither LJ nor EXP potentials are
terribly realistic, and that the change in probabilities
in switching from one to the other is less than the
change produced by a very minor shift in the param
eters of either one. We see no reason to retain the LJ
potential with its attendant great increase in complexity
and computing time,® at least in treating systems such
as ours where the energy quanta exchanged in colli
sion are considerably larger than the small attractive
well in the LJ potential. If one must use a potential
that has an appreciable attractive portion, as a chem-«
ical "well," or if one must do accurate calculations, his
best choice of potential is one tabulated numerically.
If one is satisfied with as simple a potential as the
exponential, he should choose his parameters very care
fully. A much-needed study is the development of
simple but more adequate model intermolecular poten
tials, particularly for three-dimensional systems.

and corresponding masses
M^X,
ftua=mntz/A/—»;v'

flu=tniinilMtr-*y'.

(A2)

The new form of the operator H—E is
ft®

a®

fi®

2M ax®

a®

2/111., a.*'®

fi®

a®

2/1,2 ay®

-\-V»(y')+ Vilx'-(>«,/«i)y]-E. (A3)
Now remove the center-of-mass motion; write
E=Et,-\-Erib

=£tr°"+.Etr'®'+jEvIbi

(A4)

and remove the operator

— (fi®/2w)(a®/aX®)— Etr™=0 (for eigenstates).
(A5)

Next, place

and y on an equal footing by defining

(mi/m)(i+yoOi or .f=(m/iHi)x^—yo,

y=2/+y,

or 2/=y-yo',

(A6)

where yo is the equilibrium value of y'. The correspond
ing masses are
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/!= («Jl®/»l®)/ll2,3= »w,®>«,/«iA/—♦x,
(A7)
and the operator II—E becomes

where

yii{y) = Vniy+ya'),

APPENDIX

V'r(5-J/) = F/[(wi/«0 (i-j/)].
Transformation to DImensioiiless Coordinates for the

(A9)

Atom-Diatom Problem

Figure 1(a) shows the original coordinate system.
The first step is to separate the center of mass motion
in Eq.(9), by defining new coordinates

Lastly, divide the whole of Eq. (AS) by Tn>>= twice the
ground-state vibrational energy of the 1-2 sj'stem, and
absorb the factors fi-flm into the derivative terms.
Define

X —(

JHj.vj-l- »i3.Tj)/Af,

M—

X- (/I«w/fi) *'®:?,

tih-j-;«j

=coordinate of center of mass of entire system.

x'=Xz— (»«i.Vi+ H/s-Vj)/«»,

ntiViz/Mnit,

m= nii+vh

=distance between particle 3 and center of muss of
system 1-2,

y'=x,-xi,

y= {lioo/ny'^y,

■ Er^R/TlW

(AID)

to obtain Eq. (10)
(Al)

- (i/2/i) (a®/ajt?) -KdVay)+F«'(y)+ Vi'{x-y)-E,,
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The operator is finally made dimensionless by divid
ing by htiitt and absorbing dimensional factors into the

where

second differential operators. Define
im
X—

Ha

vn^-y)

'

y«=

r7C(V^..2«)'«(*-y)]

yti=

^

P—fiuM'/
(All)

7={nh/ntz)(w««ii/Miiwsi)

fua

The transformations in (All) will change all pa

rameters of the original potentials into dimensionless

tnitnzifMmt,

(A16)

to obtain the generalization of Eq.(19),

quantities, and in some cases reduce the number of II-E-=-{1/2m)(dV3.*®)-h(dVSyn®)
parameters in Vk by one.

— (ciWc'is)(dV^y-rt*)+l'^is'(yi2)+1^34'(yaO

Transformation to Dimensionless Coordinates for the
Dia*om-Diatom Problem

+E/'(«—yi2—7y34). (A17)

We separate the center-of-mass motion from Eq.
(18) by defining the coordinates and corresponding The potentials are related to their original forms by
masses

El2'(yi2)= Vl2C(fi/A'l2Wi2)"^U+yi2°3/fi<«>12,

4

X= 53

M=

>Hj+

W/4,

ya=Xi—xi,

1^34'(y34)= F34C(V*'M'^«)*"'y"+y»«°3/^«l

yu=Xi-X3,

V/'(a;—yi2-7y34)

x'— {nhX3-]riihx^/mu— {iniXi-\-ithx^ hna,

= E/[(2«j/2»12)(VMl2Wl2)"''(iC—yi2—7y34)II/S«12-

Atii.»4=w'nW'ai/Af
(A18)
=distance between the centers of mass of systems

1-2 and 3-4.

(A12)
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The operator II—E,dropping the operator (AS), is

.

J Presently at the Department of Chemistry, Purdue Uni
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»M. E. Riley, thesis, California Institute of Technology, 196S

2nadyu'^

2fiu dytx^

(unpublished); M. E. Riley and A. Kuppermann, Chem. Phys.
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Letters 1,537 (1968).
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»S-K Chan, J. C. Light, and J. Lin, J. Chem. Phys. 49, 86

+F«(y34')+ Vi(x'- — yu'- — yxt)-E. (A13)
\

fMi2

W»34

/

Next put a' and yi2' on the same footing, by defining
new coordinates and masses,

x= {tHii/mi)x^—yi^—yyaI',

Pii.si— (w»iV'««')m«.34,

F. Calogero, Variable Phase Approach to Potential Scattertng
(Academic Press Inc., New York, 1967), Chap. 19.
• R. Gordon, J. Chem. Phys. 51, 4 (1969).

•A. Cheung and D. Wilson, J. Chem. Phys. 51, 4733 (1969).
•(a) A. B. Bhatia, Ultrasonic Absorption (O.xford University
Press, 1967), for values of« and <7; (b) G. Herzberg, Spectra of

Diatomic Molecules(D. Van Nostrand, Co., Inc., Princeton, N.j.,

y^maHu/iHiVtn,

ya=ya-ya°,

'D.Secrest and B.R.Johnson,J. Chum. Phys.45,4556 (1966).
For earlier work in multichannel invariant imbedding consult

1939), for values of I), and 0; (c) K. F. Herzfeld and T. A.
Litovitz, Absorption and Dispersion of Ultrasonic Waves (.Academic
A<12i

yn-yzi-yt{',

(A14)

Press Inc., New York, 1959).
'
K. E.Shuler and R.Zwanzig, J. Chem. Phys.33,17/8 (1960).

• D. Rapp and T. E. Sharp, J. Chem. Phys. 38, 2641 (1963).

»In HOLJ computations,909c-95% of the net computing time

The potential terms in II—E become

was spent in calculating the potential matrix elements mn(x)
and only 5%-tO% on actual solution of the CC equations. In

V'l2(yi2)+V^3l(y34)+l'i(^—2/12—72/34)= Vl2(yi2+y42°)

computing potential matrix elements. Similar percentage bgurcs

HOEXP calculations, only alwut l%-2% of the time was spent
would hold even for the CC integration techniques of Rcfs. 4 and

+V"j4(53i+y34")+V/C(2«i/»»i2)(.v-y—y^si)]. (A15)

5.
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Appendix.

Our CC Integration Technique

At the time of our calculations, there were essen

tially two possible numerical integration techniques.

First

was straightforwsird numerical integration in the coordinate

X, statring from some Xq where

0*

grator such as Bunge-Kutta-Gill is used.

A standard inte
A number ng of

linearly-independent solutions, ng> nQp (n^pg number of
open channels) is required, each of the form
^tOt
n=l

These solutions are begun with the proper physical bound€u?y

condition (b.c.) that f^^^Cxg) = 0 l}ut do not obey the prop
er

scattering boundary conditions for pure states in the

potential-free region x—> oo. These conditions are that

right-incident.-waves exist in only one channel n, with scatrtered waves in all channels:

^tOt . V

y (x,y) = S Pn
n=l

X—>00

Only an integral equation can build in these conditions (and
such a technique was developed about the same time by M.E.

Riley; see ref. 25 of the introduction).
solutions behave asymptotically as

Our Ug independent
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They must be linearly combined to meet the scattering b.c.,
2
k=sl

The ng straightforward integrations with independent start
ing b.c.y such as

d_ f.(k)/ V _ c
dx

n

"" "nk »

must be dressed up to be practical.

(3)
As the solutions are

propeigated from Xq to some x^ essentially in the potentialfree region, the virtual channels with their exploding com
ponents

^n

^ n

*+ A^e"
n
(k)

dominate the couplings of all the other f^'and cause
practical linear dependence in the solutions.

Periodic reor-

thogonalization, as in the DRILL method developed by M. E.
Hiley (Ph.D. thesis, Galtech, 1968) is the easiest solution.
The second technique was the recently-developed
total finite-difference (PD) method (D. J. Diestier and V.

McKoy, J. Chem. Phys.

29^1(1968)). It is an extension of

sorts of the previous method which discretizes one coordin

ate, X, to effect a numerical solution. PD discretizes both
X and y to obtain matrix equations for the wavefunction

at the mseh points (x^,y^). It does not have linear depen
dence problems for reasons much the same as in our final
method discussed shortly.

However, it is very time-consuming

for most physical problems with large ranges of x, y to be
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covered.

It is more useful for small regions of strong

coupling and especially for the interaction region of reac

tive scattering (Diestler and MoKoy, ibid. 48.2951(1968))
where we do not wish to commit ourselves to a channel expan
sion in one or the other arrangement channel.

In our type

of problem, however, we should make use of our knowledge of

the uncoupled 2L-niotion—i.e., of the

; we require fewer

than mesh points in y to cover the y-space.

Thus we

converted PD to the CO equations and achieved the fastest

method to date, which we called finite-difference-matrix

(PDM).

Consider how we would solve Eq. (14) of the text

numerically: discretize it in x as (suppress the index k for
now)

Where the difference operation o^ is

S§fj^(x) = fj^(x+h) - 2f^(x) + fjj(x-h)
and h is clearly the mesh spacing in x. Rewrite this as

C- fa +

+ fa

+ ^ f_(x-h)
-au£v
^(x)fm(x) = 0
n^
/ ^ nm

(4)

m^

To get one of the linearly-independent solutions

values of the f^f k)(x) must be specified at two
points

Note that the choice x^=

Xg® Xq+ h

nearly corresponds to the b.c. ( 3) for the old method of
solution. A more appropriate choice of x^, X2 would be x^
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and

as for example,

=0 ;

'
^nk-

Three considerations dictate this choice of

X2.

The

first is simply that the above equations fulfill the true

b.c, at X = Xq . The second is that the second of the equa
tions is an ideal form for constructing

solutions close to

true scattering solutions at x^; exploding exponential solu
tions

n

in virtual channels are forced to die out at x = x^. in the

first nQp independent solutions. Practical calculations on
HOLJ and MOLJ verified that only n^^ independent solutions
need be generated and linearly combined, rather than
The third consideration is that our b.c. allow us to write

the discretized CO equations in a matrix form.
entire set of
vector

i as a single column

whose elements are

where

3 = (i-Dn^ot + n

[*!' *f-l3'
Eqs. (

where

Write the

can be written in the matrix form
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(A)jj = W'

j =■= "tot

(^)jk =
- "tot

(b). = 0 ,

j<(f-i)nj^j

(b)j = Snk' j-tf-i)"tot •
The matrix A Is seen to be banded with a half-bandwidth of

ntot+1 (note the relation of Eqs. ( 5), ( 6) to the original
PD method).

A very rapid and accurate routine has been cod

ed (for the IBM 709^ originally, on which all our calcula

tions were performed) by McGormack and Hebert (C. McCormack

and K. Hebert, "Solutions of Linear Equations with Digital

Computers", Technical Report, Engineering Division, Califor
nia Institute of Technology, 1965, unpublished) for solving

equations of the above form using a Gauss triangularization
and elimination technique.

Both core and disk storage are

used, allowing large solution vectors (up to 16,000 ele^
ments).

Our initial calculations proved to be of the same

order of practicality as DRILL calculations.
For reduction of our primitive solutions to the

proper pure scattering states by linear combination, see
the first reference to Diestler and McKoy.

given the final 'reflection coefficients"

In any event,

for the true
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scattering states, the probabilities of transitions
from state m to n are calculated simply as

This formula follows directly from the definition of prob
abilities as ratios of incoming currents in I euid outgoing
currents in n.

a. Some Problems in Numericetl Technique

Given an atom-diatom collision system, the param

eters E,

and the parameters of the potentials V^2»

(henceforth called system parameters) are fixed. Several
solution-method parameters remain to be chosen.

obvious is n^ot»

The most

number of channels retained in the ex

pansion ( 1). Practical calculations carried out at energies
E such that 2, 3,

that values ntot =

5, and 6 channels are open indicated

5-6, 7, 9, and 10, respectively, suf

fice to give transition probabilities converged to within

one percent. These values are appropriate to the HOLJ and
MOLJ models and should not be taken as general guides (the

optimal number depends upon the degree of diabaticity in the
collision and the relative spacing of the upper levels of

vibration). A second parameter is the step size h in the

difference equations. Experience indicated that a good

choice is h = 0.15/^, where k^^ is the wavenumber of chan
nel 1. The error introduced by keeping h this coarse, when

compounded with the channel-truncation error, yielded a net
error of less than one percent (relative) in the Pj^^*

The
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use of several coarser values of h with subsequent extrap

olation (as in Diestler and McKoy) is more time-consuming
for the same accuracy, and a like criticism applies to use
of a coarser h with higher-order difference approximations
to the GC d.e.*s.

A further set of parameters is the pair of limits

Xq, x^. The Lennard-Jones potential is singulsir at x-^ = 0
but may be cut off at some b and set to a constant value for

x-i5b. A good scheme is to cut off Vj when it reaches a
magnitude of ten times the maximum kinetic energy (and is

thus impenetrable to the particle even quahtum-mechanically)

Vj -> 10 (E-«^)
=10 (E-0.5).

A complementary choice of x^ is x^^Sb - 3. The value of ^
is strictly equal to infinity, since the Lennard-Jones pov
tential is of infinite range.

However, the CO equations

effectively decouple to give free plane-wave f^(x) as of

Eq, ( 2) when Vj drops to some small value. Decoupling
occurs later (at larger x^, smaller

as the energy E ap^

preaches a threshhold of a channel from above, so the choice

of Xf will depend upon the smallest wavenumber ^ in the
problem at hand. To illustrate, two choices are

Vj;(Xf)«2.5 X 10'^ when k^«0.05
Vj(xf)«2.0 X 10"^ when k^i0.35o
A final parameter is ng, the number of linearly-independent
solutions to be generated. This was set to

in all our
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calculations for reasons noted earlier•

Regarding accuracy of the solutions

there

are two considerations in addition to the choices of param
eters above.

The first is the accuracy attainable in solu

tion of the FDW equations (6) by Gauss* method.

Tests were

made using the feature of the routine which allows iterative

improvement of the solutions.

Basically, only small and

uniform changes in the phases of the f^^^ were noted in im
proved solutions, even for lengthy solution vectors neair
channel threshholds.

This reveals an advantage of FDM, in

that significant errors do not 'propagate*. The second con
sideration is the accuracy in evaluating matrix elements

Vjj^(x) for the HOLJ and MOLJ models studied. Analytic forms
do not exist and numerical quadrature must be used, Exten?sive trials showed.that for the HOLJ case, where the oscil

lator eigenfunctions ^^(y) are spatially compact, a twenty-

point Hermite quadrature in z gave good results. For the
MOLJ case, the eigenfunctions for higher n become quite dif

fuse, making something like our 181—point trapezoidal quad
rature necessary, at least for x<o'(the Lennard-Jones

parameter). To save computer execution time, a series ex

pansion of Vj(x-y) in powers of y-Zp (Yq
roughly the
average location of the maxima in ^-QCy)) was used for x—yQ
^cr, yielding

as a sura over moment integrals.

b. Similar Considerations for Diatom-Diatom Cases

For these cases, as noted in the text the CO
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equations have exactly the same form as Eq. (1^) of the text

but the channel index n is really a double index n^^ng denot
ing the states of vibration in both collision partners.

The

total number of channels rises, and exactly which double
channels are to be retained is a little tricky—the choice
is discussed in the text and in Table I.there.

The discussion of section (a) on b.c, applied to

the primitive solutions f
solutions

(xA and the final physical

also holds for the diatom-diatom case.

The primitive b.c. were slightly modified, however, to read
0,

n # k, n >n

= < 0.1, n j# k, n5 n,
1.0, n = k .

We found a slight improvement in accuracy near threshholds

over the original b.c. One problem peculiar to the case of
identical diatoms and to the necessary b.c. is that the ma

trix A in the diatom-diatom analog of Eq:. (6) is nearly

singular due to the presence of equivalent channels (nl« n2)
(n2.nl). These channels are physically distinct; a tran
sition from one to the other involves no conversion of

translational into vibrational energy—it is a resonant

transfer. However, their respective coupled equations dif

fer mathematically only due to b.c. on the fm^^(x). They
would otherwise be related by a single permutation of terms

on the right-hand side of Eq. ( 6). Without going into more
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detail, we note that the

for equivalent channels n

and n* become very similar for all but two values of the

superscript k, and identical whenever k corresponds to a

channel (n3, n3).

The implications of this behavior for the

PDM method of solution by Gauss' algorithm are that each

initial solution vector

is accurate, but attempts to

iteratively improve the solution lead to divergences.

No

practical problems were caused by this difficulty.

The solution method parameters h, Xq, x^, and ng

are chosen by the criteria outlined in section (a). The
goal of our calculations on the HOHOLJ model is to have prob
abilities

of relative accuracy one percent.

The choice

of adjustable parameters given above can assure this goal
for the energy range encountered, if the matrix elements
V (x)
__nmjj_;'

are calculated with sufficient accuracy (perhaps 1

part in 10^), These matrix elements require a two-dimension
al numerical quadrature in the variables

Each

dimension was treated by twenty-point Hermite quadrature, as
for the atom-diatom case. To cut down on computer execution

time, the V^^jjCx) were tabulated on magnetic tape at a modest
spacing X = 0,20, and each calculation of the solution
vectors at a given energy used matrix elements interpolated
cubically from this tabulation. The error added into the
interpolation error was about 0,01^,
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c# Miscellany: Timings. Refinements. Relation to
3-D Scattering

Precise timings for calculations by our method are
only of academic Interest, while the order bf magnitude and

dependence on energy E (or equlvalently, on n^^^) and on the
complexity of the model are more generally significant.

First, we note some typical compute times on an IBM 709^
(roughly the same speed as the new IBM 370/155).

For the

HOLJ model used here, the times are:

E

n^Qt

t(sec.)

2M

^

53

3.05

6

112

6.20

10

^38

and for HOHOEXP (similar to HOHOLJ but using only trivial

time for computing V^^(x) relative to actual Gauss solution;
better Indicator of the Integrator per se):
2A6

9

127 .

Gordon's new Integrator (ref, 2^ of Introduction) shodld cut
these times by an average factor of about 20.

Thus calcula

tions with ^0-50 channels are even feasible at the extreme,
3

since all Integrators' times Increase roughly as

•

This Is nothing to lament, really, since the detailed S-matrlx for a large number of channels Is not very meaningful

for €ui understanding of collision processes—for the same
reason that In statistical mechanics the trajectories of

10^^ particles In a bulk system aren't meaningful: both are
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filled with irrelevant detail, irrelevant for the aim of
correlating molecular structure with properties,

A further

argument against large model problems is the rising propor
tion of computing effort going into computing just the

matrix elements; for HOLJ these take about 50-70^ of the

total compute time, while for HOHOLJ they consume fully 95%»
Before closing, we should like to mention two
possible refinements to the scattering solutions; the second
is of interest even for newer CC integrators.

First, analo

gous to the use of higher-order predictor-corrector formulae
in the straightforward CC integrators such as DRILL, the
actual numerical integration scheme in FDM can be improved.
An obvious action is switching to a five-point difference

formula in discretization, possibly a Numerov formula.

At

the endpoints Xq, Xf, of course, we shall have to revert to
the 3-ppint formula. We did not try this, as oui? total

computing effort was modest as the method stood—and we may

not even gain by increasing the mesh size h but doubling the
matrix bandwidth to 2 n^pt +1. Besides, Gordon's integrator
has superceded all simple integrators,

T^e second refinement tested was a shortening of

the distance in x, Xf-Xp, over which we propagate the solu

tions f^^^(x) before assuming they have attained their
essential potential-free plane-wave form and proceeding to

analyze them for the A^^
abilities,

and hence the transition prob

The common experience of investigators in
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molecular scatter!^ theory is that Vj must be down to the

general magnitude of 10"^ energy (oscillator) units for the
analysis and probabilities to be stable (to variations in

the analysis point Xf, that is).

We felt that the strong

diabatic (transition-causing) couplings of channels might be
completed (especially in systems with 'soft* interactions

Vj) much earlier, say at x^^^ where Vj«0.1. Analysis at x^
in an adiabatic basis for this x might be successful.

This

adiabatic basis of oscillator functions is parametric in x^,
i,e,, it is

function is a solution of the

equation

[-1

+ Vi2(y) + Vj(x^-y) -

This basis of 'perturbed stationary states' must be solved

for numerically in general, and definitely when Vj is a
Lennard-Jones potential,

To^be brief, this analysis failed,

for our HOLJ Hg-Hg model at least. Perhaps diabatic coup
ling is strong even to low Vj for the harder potentials.
In closing, we should like to mention one point of

interpretation of the one-dimensional (1-D) or collinear
solutions: the wavefunction in our 1-D model is also the

S-wave portion of the partial-wave expansion of the 3-D

wavefunction, for a'breathing sphere' (a collision system
where there is no diatom-orientation- or angle-dependence

in the interaction potential; implies a perfect but compress
ible sphere):
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V3D(*>y)

gn(e)e^''ni'/r}♦ (y)

n

(H =-

2/1

H°(y) + Vj(r-y) )
^

= 2[j£ u^(r)P^(cose)j^^(y),
where u^(r) satisfies

Clearly for 1= 0 (S-wave) this is our oollinear collision
equation of motion.

What does this imply for the relation

of the 1-D transition probabilities (pure numbers) to 3-D
transition cross-sections (areas)?

Now, the 3-D scattering

amplitude gji(0) has the form

g^(e)
= -l-S
(21+l)(-l)^'^^(A \-(-l)^5 j)?1(cos«)
n
21k 1
where the A
of the

■, are the simple generalization for the 1-waves
of our S-wave.

The 3-D differential cross-sec-

tion is d'in(®) =

total cross-section

integrated over angles 0 is simply

•^tot

(21+1)(Ajj^]^-(-1)^5jjj.)^.

For n ^ 1 and for S-wave scattering dominating, the total
cross-section simplifies to

«itot-

kj^ lAn^ol^
'

=

PtIn'

This is the result we seekj note that ^ is an area, rightly.

